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INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of this work is to study the mathematical

aspects of the Thomas-Fermi (TF) statistical model of electrons
in atoms. The emphasis is on expansions converging sufficiently

fast to yield accurate numerical results.
After a brief review of the theoretical basis of the TF model

(ch. l) and a survey of the methods employed by previous workers
to solve the TF equation (ch. 2), a summary of the methods applied

and the results obtained in this work is presented in chapter 3«

Chapters U-7 are devoted to a detailed analysis of the TF equation

for the isolated and for the moderately compressed atom, while in

chapter 8 the extremely compressed atom is treated.

The techniques applied, especially for the solution of two-

-point boundary value problems and for the analysis of functions
with the help of their series expansions, are not limited to this

particular problem: in ch. 9 we consider a number of problems in

physics where we feel they could be succesfully applied. Finally,
some numerical results and some purely mathematical considerations
are collected as appendices in ch. 10.

The theory describes the electrons in an atom as a completely

degenerate gas with only electron-electron and electron-nucleus

Coulomb interaction. If the potential V varies slowly and the
electron density p is high enough, then a spherically symmetric
atom is described by the solution of the dimenaionless TF

equation

JTV' f ■ (i)

In this equation <p is connected with / and by the relations

2*4 + K (*■? ;

z? is the atemic number, — <r /0 the highost electron energy in the

roatom and Si munc the distance from the nucleus with
' I ,*

i
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Fer an isolated atom X ranges fram o ts x and tha baundary

conditions are

(a) J>(o)=l ; (b) (1X)
3
- ± J

Far a campressed atom of atomic volume ^ «■ j- -T — j "

one has o x ■£. xa and the baundary conditions are

(a) - / ; (b) *• f * (III)

The fact that bath (il) and (ill) are twa-paint baundary
conditions is the root of most of the difficulties encountered,

together with the non-linearity of the basic equation (i). Our
method of solution consists in expanding, at either end of the

range of K. , the TF function as a function satisfying tha

appropriate boundary condition. The resultant one-parameter

solutions, each valid in a different region of x. -values, are

then matched at some intermediate point, for which we have chosen
it -1 throughout this work.

Since (Ila) and (Ilia) are identical, [j> can be expanded
around X-o in the same way for both isolated and compressed atoms.

Choosing "3 = <j> Co) as a parameter, one obtains a one-parameter
family of solutions 'j'C'Xj 33 , the so-called Baker series
solution. For the isolated-atom value 3 *■ -1 .5880710226 the

series ceases to converge beyond X « 0.U; however, we show that
for any given, fixed, value of x we can write y? and tp ' as a
power series in 3 . In particular, we choose for this fixed point
x= / : the expansions of and (x-i, are

calculated once and for all and for any value of S one easily
finds ') and <j> C ') •

For the isolated atom, the condition (lib) leads to a one-

-parameter solution commonly known as the Coulson-March (CM)

1) E.B. Baker, Phys.Rev. (1930) 630-^7 •



2 )
asymptotic solution . In it# original form, the CM series for
the isolated atom - with the value Fa 13•2709738U8 for the para¬

meter - converges down to *».75» but the convergence is too

slow for numerical summation unless * 10. However, we have

been able to recast this series into a form where it yields 5-place

accuracy for * as small as 0.6.
The isolated-atom values of & and f can now be determined

by requiring that and as determined from the Baker or CM
solutions are continuous across = 1 .

For the compressed atom, a generalization of the CM solution
3)

due to Gilvarry and March ' yields a two-parameter family of
solutions which can again be cast into a form which converges

sufficiently fast for numerical application at » 1 . The
condition (lllb) eliminates one of the parameters; the matching
conditions at x * 1 determine S and the other parameter. Thus

expansions for the CMG-parameters, 3 and terms of the

boundary radius X. are obtained.
Since this last method rests on the fact that X0 is large,

it fails for highly compressed atoms ( < 1) . We then resort to
a completely different technique ^', converting (i) into an integral

equation under insertion of the boundary condition (XXIb). By a

method of successive approximations a solution is obtained in which
the parameter is determined by the condition (Ilia).

Though only the zero-temperature case is treated, our algebraic

expressions will presumably be applicable also in the non.ziro.
5)

temperature perturbation treatment, where Gilvarry ' shows how the

perturbed TF function may be obtained from the unperturbed one by

simple quadratures. The numerical results of similar work by Feynman
et.al.^ must be treated as unreliable since their values for the

unperturbed TF function already show severe errors.

2) C.A. Coulson and N.H. March, Proc .Phys . Soc . A 6^ (1950) 367-7**;
N.H. March, Proc .Camb .Phil .Soc . ^*jB ( 1952) 665-82.

3) J.J. Gilvarry and N.H. March, Phys.Rev. 1 12 ( 1958) 1*K)-9» referred
to as GM; this solution is referred to as the Coulson-March-

-Gilvarry (CMG) solution.
*♦) P.J. Rijnierse, Proc .Roy .Soc. A2 92 (1966) 288-97'
5) J.J. Gilvarry, Phys.Rev. £6 ( 195**) 93**-*»3 and 9*l**-8.
6) R.P. Feynman, N. Metropolis & E. Teller, Phys.Rev. 75(1941561-73.
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We will not attempt to Rive an exhaustive account of all

recent applications of TF theory; a few examples may serve as an

indication of its continued interest, in spite of its obvious

weaknesses. They include the calculation of the overlap energy
n \

between rare gas atoms ' and the high pressure behaviour of

these gases the photo-electric cross-section of atoms ^ ;

the binding energy and the energy levels 11^ of electrons

in atoms and in positive ions.

7) O.B. Firsov, Soviet Phys.JETP ^ (1957) 1192-6;
K.D. Present, J.Chem.Phys. ( 1967) 1793-9* (no.5» 1 sept).

8) M. Ross & B. Alder, J.Chem.Phys. (1967) no.10, 15 nov. , U129-33*
9) G* Rakavy & A. Ron, Phys.Rev. 159 (1967) 50-6.
10) D. Shalitin, Phys.Rev. 1^0 (1965) A1857-63;

Phys.Rev. 155 (1967) 20-3*

11) A. Jain &■ S. Kumar, Canad. J. Phys . hji (1967) 17^5-5^ (no.5. May).



CHAPTER 1 . THEORETICAL BASIS OF THE THOMAS-FERMI MODEL FOR ATOMS

We will review the basic features of the statistical treatment
1 ) 2 )

of the electron gas originally due to Thomas and Fermi , and
3)

of the extension to it due to Dirac '. Much more extensive
It )

references and discussions may be found in the book by Gombas

and in review articles by Gombas and March

1.1 . The Thomas-Fermi model in general

The essential assumptions of the model are:

(i) the electrons form a completely degenerate electron gas;

(ii) the electron density is so high that the gas can be treated
r cha rge

as a continuous/distribution, satisfying Poisson's equation;

(iii) only electrostatic interactions between the electrons are

taken into account;

(iv) the interaction can be entirely described by an average

potential which varies so slowly that the electrons can be

treated as locally free;

(v) the electron distribution and the potential determine each

other in a self-consistent way.

Two obvious weaknesses follow immediately from these assumpt¬

ions: because of (ii) the model breaks down in regions of low

density such as in light atoms or in the outer regions of heavy

atoms, while (iv) causes the theory to fail near nuclei, where

high potential gradients occur.

The basic TF equation will be derived from a variational
7)

orinciple . The electron coordinate space is divided into small

"cells" of size at A . The size of these cells is chosen so as

1) L.H. Thomas. Proc . Camb .Phil. Soc . 2J) ( 1927) 542-8.
2) E. Fermi, Z.f.Phys. 48 (1928) 73-9.

3) P.A.M. Dirac, Proc.Camb.Phil.Soc. 26 (1930) 376-85.
4) P. Gombas, Die statistische Theorie des Atoms und ihre Anwendun-

gen, Springer, Vienna, 19^9.
5) P. Gomb^s, Statistische Behandlung des Atoms, in Handb.d.Phys.

26 (1956) 109-231.
6) N.H. March, Adv. in Phys. .6 (1957) 1-101.
7) J. Frenkel, Z.f.Phys. $0 (1928) 234-48.
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to satisfy (ii) and (iv) simultaneously. In each cell, by (iv), the
electron energy is given by the free electron value at the local

density: by summing over all cells ( = integrating over all epace)
we obtain the total energy. The TF density is now determined by

minimizing the energy, keeping the nuclei fixed in space and the
total charge constant.

For the kinetic energy one finds in this way

£*/« - Ck f ** » (1.1.1)

where the integration is over all accessible space, the

density at , and
L , 1

f» r jJL
Ck = ( J ,0 m • (1.1.2)

To find the potential energy potential is written as

y - K + ye • (1.1.3)

Here ^ is the potential due to the nuclei and that due to
the electron cloud:

ye (a ) = - z J~ d*. ' . (i.i. k)
U'.^|

Introducing a factor £ in front of to avoid double counting

of electron pairs leads to

^f"*~ e J (y * T Kp • (1.1.5)

The requirement that the total charge be constant introduces an

additional condition

f / (9 A 3 Me , (1.1.6)
where /V is the (constant) total number of electrons.

With /o a Lagrangian multiplier, the variational principle
takes the form

<1" c E + Me y) = St **/"•» E/»+ + He /.) = <* .
(1-1• 7)
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>/
Varying O one finds the relation between p and >'p one finds the relation between p

3

p - <r. (V- /.)' 8>
with i

x

/ 2 Me ] (1.1.9)
( ~JY~ /

Since p and also obey Poisson's equation we finally arrive at
the TF equation:

3

V2 C J — * e C y' ~ K ) • (1.1.10)

The meaning of the Lagrangian multiplier Y0 can most easily
1 ) 2 )

be seen from the original argument of Thomas and Fermi . Since
the electron gas is completely degenerate, the local fermi-momentum
and the local density are connected by

p(a)= f>r C.O • (1.1.11)
On the other hand the local maximum kinetic energy is connected

with the maximum electron energy by

- a yYK) = Ba (1.1.12)
2

so that J

p C * ) = jji ^ z (t Y -t-E0 )f (1.1.13)

tfith £* m - a Y this is identical with (1.1. 8) and thus - A lY
is the highest electron energy in the system.

1.2 . Atoms with spherical sysunetry: isolated and compressed atoms

A significant simplification occurs if one assusies that

potential and density are spherically symmetric. The nucleus of

charge v- i?r is taken as the origin. Obviously very near the origin

the potential will be that of the bare nucleus, therefore we write

If ~ ^ " ' * (1.2. 1)
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If also

% » f * » (1'2* 2)
equation ( 1.1.10) reduces to the dlmensionless TF equation:

d%€> -i r
,\ — * Jp • (1.2. 3)

In terms of <^> the potential and the density can be written as

(.) p-^ • c-2-")
The total energy follows from (1.1. 1) and (1.1. 5) as

(1.2. 5)

, ^ *
Here 2T0 is the outer radius of the atom, and = T " /* r*
is the atosiic volume. The integration can be explicitly performed

8 )
following a method essentially due to Milne to yield

£- ~ { i f'Ca) * ir ■ (1.2. 6)

The condition (1.1. 6) is easily seen to lead to

fOJ - *«, . , ./ (1.2.7)

First let us consider an isolated neutral atom, for which /V= <?
and thus the right-hand side of (1.2. 7) vanishes. To make our

description complete we must also know the value of the atosiic

boundary radius tC„ • The simplest way to find this value is to

require that at the boundary the pressure must be zero, since
otherwise the atom would be unstable. The pressure is that of a

free electron gas of density p (-t,) , where A, — ^ » »o that
yb= J- • Hence from (1.2. k) we conclude

8) E.A. Milne, Proc.Camb.Phil.Soc. 2^ (1927) 79^-9.
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T( to ) * o , (1.2.8)
and f roin (1.2. 7) !

»V<0 ) => o . ( 1 .2.9)

From the differential equation (1.2. 3) it now follows immediately
(.*) /

that all derivatives y? (to) =» o . This leaves only two possibilit¬
ies: either yf'J = t which is trivial, or Xa •— <=*=, . Thus for the
isolated atom one has the conditions

° ~>C ■< OO J ( O) ^ 00 ^ ~ ^ ^ 3 — 0 • (1.2.10)
Furthermore we find that

-2 a *
rr 3 c e >,

—

f (1.2.11)

and from (1.2. 4a) it follows that

Next let us treat atoms "compressed" inside a solid. Here
there is no rigorous central symmetry. However, to quite a good

9)
approximation we can make use of Wigner and Seitsi's "atomic

sphere" concept. The atom surrounding a given nucleus is assumed
to be bounded by a regular polyhedron; its planes bisect the lines

connecting the nucleus with its nearest and next-nearest neighbours
and therefore the electric field vanishes on the midpoints of these

planes. Since the atom is electrically neutral one expects the field
of nucleus + electrons to he very small outside its own polyhedron.
Thus it is consistent to assume that the field inside the atom is

determined solely by its own electron distribution and that it is

spherically symmetric in first approximation. We replace the poly¬
hedron by a sphere of the same volume

if A Jir *■ j ir a0 , /i. » ^ xe , (1.2.12)

9) E. Wigner and F. Seitz, Phys.Rev. 4.2, (1933) 804-10 and

4£ (193*0 50?-5i4 «.
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Mow of course the pressure does not vanish, but is determined by
the assumed atomic volume. For the compressed atom we thus arrive at

o ■< tc < nc*■ o f f
■ (1.2.13)

The energy is

tT

2 « /i. „'/„) , VVr.Jf , (1.2.ill)E- EE- fr/EJ
-£ *.rf

S )
again by Milne's ' method, while with (1.2. ^b) the pressure is

given by

fxb*.) - (1.2.15)' r J

It turns out that the method adopted in chapter 8 to solve
the TF equation with the boundary conditions (1.2.13) for the

extreme case where *"<, £ / is applicable to a more general

model, incorporating the exchange interaction. In the next section
we will therefore discuss the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac (TFD) model.

1.3 • Inclusion of exchange: the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac model

The exchange interaction was first introduced into the
3)

statistical theory by Dirac , who proceeded in a manner analogous
to that of equations (1.1. 11-13). The derivation becomes much

simpler, however, if one extends the variational principle of
section 1.1 , following Jensen A third term is added to the

energy, the exchange energy of the free electron gas:

m ~ £* ] (° (1.3. 1)
with

- — te ^ c '(E)1 _ (1.3.2)

10) H. Jensen, Z.f.Phys. 8£ (193*0 713-9.
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The variational principle now becomes

f ( E + A/e K,) s r{ Ek;« * Ej>u *- Ee* * H ) = o , ( ,. 3 . 3)

where £k>* and are still given by (1.1. 1) and (1.1. 5)»
and by varying jO one finds this time that

jO * cr0 -j (V- A; <-*)*+ a. f , a =() ' (1.3. M

The positive sign for the square root in (1.3* *0 is chosen to

make it agree with (1.1. 8) for a. -■> o . Combining this equation
with Poisson1s equation one obtains the TFD equation

X71 / /- /0 + *x) -- +TTe j (/- Ya + a.*) + a.)v

? 3
(1.3. 5)

As before spherical symmetry is assumedjwith the substitutions

'/ - K, + a.2 = 5 A = U K , (1.3.6)

one arrives at the rtimensionless TFD equation

= *'1 -( + (30 TC { , (1.3. 7)
cc X '

wh ere

p- - (,-3-s)
and the boundary conditions for compressed atoms are again

tp(o) = / , - *0 ■ ( 1 • 3 • 9)

For Ao 0 this equation reduces to the TF equation (1.2. 3).
The TFD energy is now given instead of (1.2. 5) by

e ,±j- fy?.*1]•
f ' ' 1 (1.3.10)
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In contrast to the TF expression, ( 1.3-10) cannot be explicitly

integrated. To find the energy one therefore has to integrate
at

numerically or to find^analytical approximation for V-7 which can

be used to this end. Since the constant po contains the atomic
number 2? , it is not possible to find a universal function

independent of % , as in the TF case. A numerical approach then
makes it necessary to solve (1.3- 7) separately for each value of

, or at least for a range of £ -values sufficiently close to

allow accurate interpolation For small values of Z„ , however,
12)

we have been able to find an approximate solution ' to (1»3« 7)
valid for any ^>0 » by means of which (1.3* 10) can be expressed
explicitly in terms of X0 and ^Cx0) ,

For the pressure one has to adopt the free-electron value

f <2* C 1 - 7 e* fT
where ^ has to be taken at the boundary A-A <, - In terms of
the TFD function this can be expressed as

, * "?V i
b s- = —

/"i
%.) A- ip.

f (1.3.11)

This again reduces to the corresponding TF expression in

case /3 —1:3 0

11) For the isolated TFD atom this has been done: see

K.. Umeda, J.Fac.Sci., Hokkaido Univ., Ser.II, 2. (19^9) 171 -2.hk.
12) P .*> . Hijniei-se, Proc.Roy.Soc. A 292 (1966) 288-97-
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CHAPTER 2 . PREVIOUS SOLUTIONS OF THE TF EQUATION FOR THE

ISOLATED ATOM

2.1 . Approximate solutions

From the beginning it was recognized that the TF equation

could not be solved by straightforward analytical methods. The

non-linearity of the equation

jf: -** f' t)
together with the two-point boundary conditions, posed an un-

surmountable problem. There are two ways out of this dilemma: one

is to solve the equation numerically, with the attendant problems
of instability and the awkwardness in practice of the use of
numerical tables, the other to find an approximate analytical

solution, which is less accurate but easy to apply. In this section
we will discuss the latter, while the numerical solutions will be

treated in the following two sections.
In the analytical approximations considered to date, ease

of application takes precedence over accuracy: deviations from
exact values range up to 1C^&. Approximations for the isolated atom

in the main rest on one of two basic ideas; that of Sommerfeld

who deduced that any solution to (2.1. l) which vanishes as r -•> <-=
-3 2)

must behave like J 44 nc there, and that of Brinkman ' who argued

that over a large range of tc the value of nearly constant
so that the right-hand side of (2.1. 1; can be written as

± J

(f ~ £ I or (f*) ' f2 ~ ' f' ' (2.1.2)
3)braeda and Kobayashi ' present an extensive survey of these two

families of approximate solutions.

1) A. Sommerfeld, Z.f.Phys. 2§. ( 1932) 283-308.
2) H.C. Brinkman, Physica 20 ( 195*0 hk-8.
3) K. Umeda & S. Kobayashi, J .Phys .Soc . Japan _10 ( 1955) 7**9-52.
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For 4m compressed atom a Sommarfald type of solution was
4) 5)

given by Sauvenier , and a Brink-man-like approximation by Umeda

Recently, Mason ^ has derived a rational approximation of the

Chebyshev type for this case.

Whereas these approximate analytical solutions are very

valuable when the TF potential is invoked to solve e.g. a Schrbdinger

equation, their inaccuracy makes them useless as soon as the boundary
values are required, as in the equation of state ( 1.2.15) or the

energy (1.2.14). Therefore we will now discuss the more accurate
numerical solutions.

2.2 . Numerical solutions: "outward" integration

The first numerical values for the TF function were given by
7)

the originators of the statistical model; Thomas' solution ' is
8)

very limited in range and rather inaccurate, while Fermi ' does

not indicate how he obtained his values, which are slightly better,

Following this pioneering work, a number of investigators
have solved (2.1. 1) numerically, starting the integration from

9)
X = o with the help of a series expansion dae to Baker

j>(x) = f J /
* /-f* (- h ~2ti * --- (2.2. 1)

9)
Generating starting values from this expansion, Baker , Slater

and Krutter 10^ and Feynman et.al. 11^ integrated the TF equation

numerically, for increasing values of X . Taking various trial

4) H. Sauvenier, Bull .Soc .Roy .Sci . , Liege £5 ( 1939) 313.

5) K. Umeda, J.Phys.Soc.Japan £ (195*0 291-2.
6) J.C. Mason, Proc.Phys.Soc. 8£ (1966) 772-4.
7) L.H. Thomas, Proc.Camb.Phil.Soc. 2£ (1927) 542-8.
8) E. Fermi, Z.f.Phys. 4£ (1928) 73-9.
9) E.B. Baker, Phys.Rev. J_6 (1930) 630-47. The last term quoted by

Baker contains an error (cowected here).
10) J.C. Slater A H.M. Krutter, Phys.Rev. kj (1935) 559-68.
11) R.P. Feyaman, N. Metropolis A E. Teller, Phys.Rev. ( 1949)

1561-73.
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values for the initial slope O they trieit to satisfy the secoud

boundary condition if L <=>! _ 0 . The main drawback of this method
is that the solution's thus obtained for large are very sensitive

to very small changes in Q ; any value just below the isolated-atom

value 3C leads to a solution which vanishes at a finite -value,
while any value just above 3C yields a solution which becomes in¬

finitely large. Accompanying this, errors tend to accumulate very

quickly because of this instability. A different method was there-
12)

fore adopted by Miranda ' who was able to construct upper and

lower bounds for £0 . lie obtained these by a procedure of outward

integration, and then for large z. fitted the calculated values of

- to an asymptotic formula. His final result is A = - 1 .58806f>U,
for which he claims an accuracy of 1 in 10^*; comparison with the

more accurate value A = - 1 . 5880710226 (see chapter 3) however
shows a relative error exceeding 1 iri 10'.

2.1 . Numerical solutions: "inward" integration

Ir. the previous paragraph we saw that instability is inherent
to integration with increasing iC . Therefore it is plausible to

try to Integrate from the large- X side. Lacking a suitable
13)

approximation to generate starting values, Bush and Caldwell
/j'

assumed trial values of p^">) , fixing pi/*) by requiring that
w *

„ >*=>,■ * ^ , and then worked backwards; at < = 0.2 tliey joined
this solution to values obtained from Bakers series (2.2. 1). Thus

they obtained the first reliable 3-figure table of the TF function.
A much more accurate procedure became possible when Coulson

)
and .uaroh gave their asymptotic solution of the Sommerfeld type

- 3 Vs *
'■p - * / - 1 4 4 X >8* F -y A" )

kFZ * " * ' ' (2.3. l)

y — /'jt j
Here the value of /> _ =

—Z ~ = - o. f-t-ioo ... , F was given by CM
as 13.21 and the coefficients <5* can be found in table 2.1 below.

12) C. Miranda, Mem.Heale Accad,d•Ital, $ ( 193^) 285-322.
13) V. Bush & S.H. Caldwell, Phys.Rev. 2* (1931) 18?8-d02,
13) r. \. Coulson & N.H. March, Proo. Phys . Son, 163 (1930; 3*>7-7'».

(Hereafter referred to as CM).
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Table 2.1 . The coefficients Ci of Coulson and March's solution.

<?o = 1.0000 ei ' -0.313*1 = 0.0207

= - 1 .0000 s* * 0. 137*1 = -0.007*1

= 0.6257 ' -0.0551 e, = 0.0026

1 5 J
Kobayashi et.al. started from this expression and, proceed¬

ing by numerical integration, obtained a solution which remains

finite for X = ° • They could fit the boundary condition = /

by invoking Sommerfeld's 1 ^ invariance theorem: ±fy>{x) satisfies
the TF equation (2.1. 1) then so does <£.J LP{£ x) • Thus the solution
which satisfies j>Co) = l may be found by a simple scale transformation.

Taking the trial value /-" = 13 in (2.3. 1) KNMU integrate in-
I

wards, taking x * a* the independent variable for X* / in order to
avoid the singularity at X^o . There they find a value •

If we indicate the KMNTJ solution with F * 13 by <^J3 (X) and if
o) = PL , then by the invariance property the true TF function
can be written as

J

= a~' tf>/3 (** x ) . (2.3. 2)

B- = fYx)L - ** T»cf>j,. -
and from (2.3. 1) we have for large X with (2.3* 2)

Henc e

15) S. Kobayashi, T. Matsukuma, S. Nagai & K. Umeda, J.Phys.Soc.

Japan 22 ( 1955) 759-62. (Referred to as KMNU). The values of
the coefficients Q^ of (2.3. 1) given in their table II are

in error beyond <®/0 .
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f A ^ ^
d>[nc) = C F * V
J L -m O

- /
- a f„ U-*«) - /♦♦ «" ^ ft (2'3' 4)^ !c s ©

so that

F = /3 A~iA'
(2.3. 5)

For t roUOrtl obtain tha values

£ = p,3 (o) =* /.of}* F??^2 ; p3{°) = 24f-SO,( 2.3. 6)
and we calculate with the help of (2.3,3-5)

- -1.588071021 ; B - 13-27097383 . (2.3. 7)

* ^ The values (2.3. 6) were taken fro* the KMMU paper, and Bo
and in (2.3. 7) calculated froai thee. (The values of 2?„
and F actually quoted in the original paper seeat to have been
affected by an error in the very last stage of their calculation.
The recalculated values quoted here agree very well with the more

accurate derivations in chapter 3 of this thesis.)
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CHAPTER 3 . ALGEBRAIC SOLUTION OF THE TP EQUATION -

SUMMARY OF RESULTS DERIVED IN THIS THESIS

In this chapter we will give in condensed fori the complete
solution of the TP equation for isolated and for moderately

compressed atoms. The detailed discussion of the various aspects

is given in the chapters following this one; here we give only
the most important results, enabling the reader to sample the
currants without first having to eat the cake.

3.1 • Motivation and outline of the approach adopted

In the previous chapter it already became clear that numerical

integration, as a method of solving the TP equation, is severely
limited. Ve noticed the instability of the solutions obtained,

with the attendant accumulation of errors and the difficulty of

assessing their total magnitude. Even graver is the objection that

solutions thus obtained are not amenable to generalisation, making
it necessary to repeat the entire numerical integration for eac)i
different atom size and for each change in the type of boundary
condition. For this reason, too, they form a poor starting point
for other generalizations, e.g. te higher temperatures.

The essence of the approach adopted in this thesis can be
stated succinctly as follows. It is relatively simple to establish

power series expansions for solutions to the TP equation, converging
in limited regions around the boundary points. On the other hand,

by careful examination of the structure of a series it often proves

possible to convert it into a form which converges very such faster
and over a wider region than the original. In this thesis we have

achieved this for the Baker series, convergent near the origin,
and for the Coulson-March (CM) and the Coulson-March-Gilvarry (CMG)
series, convergent for large values of the independent variable.
In fact, we have succeeded to such an extent that the replacement
series overlap: thereby these series could be matched with extreme¬

ly high precision - 11 significant figures - transcending in

accuracy the values obtained to date by numerical integration.



Our success in the (detailed investigation of the important

TF series also raises hopes in a wider context. The elucidation of
—o f

the structure series expansions is of increasing importance, both
in its own right - cf. the growing interest in Ising model series

and perturbation expansions - and as a tool in solving many non-

- linear equations important in physics and applied ma tiiema t i c» -

e.g. those in astrophysics, fluid dynamics arm general relativity.
In the latter case, the major hope of solving these equations lies
in constructing series solutions and matching them (see e.g. the

la)
book by Van Dyke ' for a number of examples) . This makes oui

snccess with the TF equation the more encouraging.

A brief survey of a few problems which might he treated t»v

similar techniques is presented iri chapter 9.

■. 2 . Expaiision near the origin: Raker series

The starting {joint is the series found by Maker

f - ~ / + ~B * + f x ' +■ j d + j ^ 'd2
- ch s')*K cm. o

We can write this formally as

Tc x 3 )
(>0 3. £ J

9-*' ^ ■ (3.2. 2)
„■ £ = 5 « o

The properties of the series (3.2. 2) are extensively discussed in

chapter '•*; in accordance with our program we just quote here the
niain results of this analysis.

For arbitrary, but fixed x ,Lp[t)tna.y be written as
„ 5 " fy 3 £

^ A 5 , Zs = ** ' (3.,. 3)

'») M. Van Dyke, Peiturbation Methods in Fluid Mechanics,

Academic Press, New York/London (196k).
I) E.li. Baker, Phys.kev. ^6. (1930) 630-^7.
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Table 3.1

The coefficients /Ci and /l% of (3.2. 3/^) for x = 1

s A a;
0 . 27526 5795622429 E-K) 1 .340 817359517940E+01
1 . 1560 242 54598 90 6EOl .269119641452955E+01
2 .538498616410652E-0 I .213214851710480E-00
3 233823354965220E-02 -.868716112626928E-02
4 .383645053446426E-0 3 .171773672950269E-02
5 -.828882836999236E-04 -.413722253440842E-03
6 .213479629450280 E-04 .116742997399620E-03
7 -.616595639248696E-0 5 -.36516133934797 0E-04
8 .193 1 60 16 1 20 90 48 E-0 5 .122836700621610E-04
9 -.6430 43780 785 50 5E-0 6 -.436237835305871E-05

10 .224455 82 40942 35 E-0 6 .16 1 580 58 99 2 03 1 4E-05
11 -.813819697248948E-0 7 -.618960 9872 97413E-06
12 .30 4430 458240 800 E-07 .243723614226041E-06
13 -.116897086120565E-07 — .98200 3945305465E-07
14 .458961096886433E-08 • 403 4510 29975301E-07
15 -. 183682263326616E-08 —•168553445669609E—07
16 .747489498180147E-09 .714495463822337E-08
17 -.308684924176450 E-09 -.30 67 6 1 371 6743HE-08
18 .129144538132890E-09 .133199264077437E-08
19 -.546616981573405E-10 -.584210 626811702 E-09
20 .233790226558628E-10 •258555423332519E-09
21 — .100 941657677941E—10 -.115364289892650E-09
22 •43958300 6426465 E—11 .5 1 8 553 80 1 7 1 9 3 2 5E-10
23 -.192935955949793E-ll -.234658561387859E-10
24 .852911595956776E-l2 .106844280534431E-l0
25 -.379546267507360E-12 -.489239111831571E-ll
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and similarly

— / s / ' s /±y \
t (j> '(%) =» 2. Z% ~£> , Zs ' ^ *T^ats *(3-2. U)S = o

tfith this formulation we can - for fixed ^ - calculate the

coefficients and ^ , once and for all; for any value of the
initial slope 8 we can then find tj> and <j> by a simple summation.
Since we have chosen / as the point to join this expansion to one

valid for -af-soowe have calculated the values of » ' J and

^ ' (x- ') and collected these in table 3 • 1 •

The expressions (3.2. 3/*0 are not particularly convenient
for calculating as a function of X . For this purpose it is

preferable to rewrite (3»2. 2) as

yU) = Z *k ** , ait ~ Z *-/,s V • (3>2< 5)

The coefficients have been evaluated for the isolated-atom value

30 * -1.5880710226; these values are given in table 3*2 . The series

(3-2. 5) converges for < O.kk, but it converges too slowly for

direct numerical calculation as it stands. However, highly accurate

values may be extracted from the series by converting it into

( >1 , <n 2 ) Pad6 approxinants. These rational approxisuitions, of
the form

xv-2 JL '

.r f>; *
b- r< (3.2. 6)
Z 4,- *

C -c. O '

have been calculated for H * 12; the values of bc and , and
' i/I

of the corresponding coefficients and ^ t- for y> , are tabulated
in table 3«3 • These Pade approximants yield at least 12-figure

accuracy right up to X = 1 , and at least 9-figure accuracy up to

X = 2 .

(vt, "*■+ 2 ) =
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Table 3.2

The coefficients a,k (3-2J>) for the isolated atom

k k a^

0 . 100000000000000 E-K) 1 21 .183630138770471E-01
1 .000000000000000 E-99 22 -.215554971245295E-01
2 15880710 22 60000 E-K) 1 23 .2570 19114152481E-01
3 • 133333333333333E+01 24 -.309897649249270E-01
4 .000000000000000 E-99 25 .377325337147117E-01
5 -.63 522840 90 40000 E-00 26 -.463731187493039E-01
6 .333333333333333E-00 27 .574928598343257E-01
7 .108084410263792E-00 28 —.718526562912179E—01
8 -.211742803013333E-00 29 • 90 46 03152141467E-01
9 .899671962902 535 E—01 30 -. 1146592 58089710E-00

10 .144112547018 389E-01 31 .146244556793361E-00
11 -.271286107057753E-01 32 -.187619238525825E-00
12 — .2950 55008478292E—0 3 33 .242007418156681E-00
13 • 173443041642727E-0 1 34 -.313745267564561E-00
14 -.167709556143035E-0 1 35 .40 8678305314600E-00
15 .112763141431646 E-0 1 36 -.534704559574435E-00
16 -.911028066991997E-02 37 .702518484493754E-00
17 • 10 2762 68 3449552 E-0 1 38 -.926631598151114E-00
18 -.123 2404 512 610 30 E-0 1 39 •122677504660947E+01
19 . 14144292 4-2-76242 E-0 1 40 -.162983Q00387084E+01
20 -.159860960349775E-01



ja- ,j■andjs'.,j-ofthePadeapproximants(3.2.6)forthe
Thecoefficients
/■/'/'

isolatedatom

I

A

t

f>/

0

.100000000000E-to1
.100000000000E+01
0

-.158807102260E+01
.100000000000E+01

1

•591878461927E-K31
.591878461927E+01
1

-.753436504050E+01
•600373969729E+01

2

.140238736359E+02
.156119446585E+02
2

-.134760211599E+02
.160468267425E+02

3

.167922510200E-K)2
•248583680295E+02
3

-.108079739632E+02
.260149299607E+02

4

.103979341597E-KD2
.272990982527E+02
4

-.320190319985E+01
.294051068348E+02

5

•286751478789E-KJ1
.221636709224E+02
5

.182929436660E-00
.248892009546E+02

6

•119036061050E-00
.137538990370E+02
6

.329304455833E-01
.163109568312E+02

7

—.166864011182E-01
.661813762569E+01
7

-.462057604017E—01
.842276581153E+01

8

•171357475948E—01
.246651750606E+01
8

.238647367678E-01
•343420943068E+01

9

-.447489604142E-02
.697990734232E-00
9

-.618828787336E—02
.108985488364E+01

10

—.215689510166E-03
.143906950187E-00
10

-.342652292934E-03
.262053483135E—00

11

.534159211608E-03
.195223041317E-01
11

.959084681508E—03
•435372640964E—01

12

-.185529744748E-03
•136899271638E-02
12

-.384754565484E—03
•439847795829E—02

13

.3244446355S0-E-04

13

.773372959345E—04

14

-.252855166543E-05

14

-•687389195009E—05
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3.3 • Expansion near infinity for the isolated atom: Coulson-March
series

In this region we start from the series obtained by Coulson
2 )

and March s

cx=> L

-3
. / r-

f (*) = /AA oc 3 ek (F X ')
" k—o

(3.3. 1)

valid for large positive X . A detailed account of its derivation
and of the elucidation of its structure will be found in chapter 5«

The coefficients are collected in table 3 • 4 for p ^ ^ ,

the value of ^ « -0.7720018726... (3-3. 2)

For the isolated-atom value F = 13.270973848 the series (3«3« 1)
converges for > 4.75; near this limit the convergence is so slow

that accurate summation is possible only for X ^ 10.

Analysing the series (3.3* 1) we realize that its main

singularity is a fourth-order pole: writing in the form

ip{*) = /4* ar 3 { 4 (F **-) ( , (3 • 3 - 3)J / i-=0 ■/

numerically much better convergence is achieved. Some of the

coefficients 4 are given in table 3.5 > they give 6-figure
accuracy for X Z 2.3. In appendix 10.12 we will calculate from

(3.3 • 3) March's "master solutions", defined by putting F~ * +. 1
in (3-3. 1).

Still faster convergence over a wider range is obtained by

introducing a new independent variable

U = f3 F (3.3. M
/+ (5 F ncA~

where

p = 0.2507623787 • (3-3. 5)

2) C.A. Coulson and N.H. March, Proc .Phys .Soc . A (1950) 367-74.
3) N.H. March, Proc.Camb.Phil.Soc. 48 (1952) 665-82.



Table 3.4

The coefficients <f* of the C.M. series (3• 3- 1)

k k

0 . 100000000000000 E-K) 1 16 .234263216206774E-06
I 100000000000000 E-K) 1 17 -. 6910312 9062 9697E—07
2 .625697497782349E-00 18 .202144402461023E-07
3 -.313386115073309E-00 19 -.58688372665992 0E—08
4 •137391276719371E—00 20 .169228967471091E-08
5 —.550834346641491E-01 21 -.484947296184278E-09
6 .207072584991917E-01 22 .13817914074642OE-09
7 -.741452947849571E-0 2 23 -. 391670654111897E-10
8 .255553116794870E-02 24 .110486378825038E-10
9 —.854165377806924E-03 25 -.310287206325100E-11

10 .278373839349473E-03 26 .867815397770538E-12
11 -.888226094136591E-0 4 27 —.241782703567386E-12
12 .278359915878395E-04 28 .671228958979403E-13
13 -.858949083219027E-0 5 29 -.185723018657859E-13
14 .26150 5 871330 370 E-0 5 30 •512274393418862E—14
15 -.786798261946265E-06

Table 3-5

The coefficients of the modified CM series (3.3.3)

k h k J*

0 . 100000000000000 E-K) 1 16 -.723226792382381E-19
l .250000000000000E-00 17 •100731833242623E-19
2 -.174374445587235E-03 18 -.144323922981419E-20
3 .3 560 711343 310 17E-0 5 19 .2121447 502 55850E—21
4 -.128731807439271E-06 20 -.319191567680414E-22
5 .643080048407153E-08 21 .490602313745848E-23
6 -.400418712444300 E-09 22 -.768970101043208E-24
7 .293424608556416E-10 23 .122 722605698767E—24
8 -.243976914655237E-11 24 -.199152256762286E-25
9 .2244895 39711181E—12 25 .328221446728015E-26

10 -.224494830691307E-13 26 — .5487 83 504869067E—27
11 .240730157157307E-14 27 .929965585265983E-28
12 -.273952206345821E-l5 28 -.15958255809792OE-28
13 .3 28174989750 20 1E-16 29 .277085567858257E-29
14 —.411139332557944E—17 30 -.486453415820861E-30
15 •535815727293826E—18

i

i .
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Table 3.6

The coefficients and yA for \j> and y (3• 3 - 6)

k k A

0 . 100000000000000 E-K) 1 0 -.3 00000000000000E+01
l -.39878390 2 560 8 17 E+01 1 .150421362724557E+02
2 .5962540 7428927 IE-K) 1 2 -.301724266629440E+02
3 -.396141458214374E+01 3 .30265087412444 IE+02
4 .986680 6638 2 58 30 E-00 4 -.151815776996146E+02
5 .8 6 20 5 8 2 6 3 1 4 3 2 50 E-0 5 5 .304681814348137E+01
6 .591640202813770E-0 5 6 -.118785170807821E-04
7 .416991735142858E-05 7 -.763919941248515E-05
8 .300756004562153E-05 8 -•506312800674662E—05
9 .22134740170 8370 E-0 5 9 -.344494092885428E-05

10 .165837776970438E-0 5 10 —•239858597055639E-05
11 .126237241361949 E-0 5 11 -.170450234336115E-05
12 .974691072436120E-06 12 -. 123354067514480E-05
13 .762271871914467E-06 13 -.907434681239750E-06
14 .603102538119691E-06 14 -.677476594320325E-06
15 .482232976330 6 58 E-0 6 15 -.512622297 096967E—06
16 .389324832627409E-06 16 -.392655083880782E-06
17 .3171106110 6 7095 E-0 6 17 -.304149590350531E-06
18 .260404305817061E-0 6 18 -.238030173832402E-06
19 .215453933806986E-06 19 -.188060757158901E-06
20 • 179510 353574526E-06 20 —.149891676103877E—06
21 . 150535470 5944 52 E-0 6 21 -.120446798570119E-06
22' .12700 18199930 84E-06 22 -.975226338151750E-07
23 . 107753007570 439E-06 23 —

. 795219231320334E—07
24 • 9190 52812715845E-07 24 -.652739823213709E-07
25 .787772814448378E-07 25 -.539118823205984E-07
26 .678393432826137E-07 26 -.447874112953894E-07
27 .586765276974948E-07 27 —.374114918020571E—07
28 .509613992461448E-07 28 -.314119658591504E-07
29 .444337969192915E-07 29 -.265033710204385E-07
30 .388856713126629E-07 30 -.224650876271209E-07
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In terms of U. the TF function is written as

fk U k if '(*)- • <3-3' 6>
i

With the help of the coefficients VI and jV^ , listed in table 3-6 ,
y? can be calculated to 12 significant figures for Of Z 1 t to 6
figures for nc > 0.6.

It is convenient at this stage to introduce instead of F
as a parameter

U. = = -£JL- , F -
, - (3 3 7)'

/+(3F ^ (s-te,) (3-3. 1)
The definition (3.3. 4) of u may thus be rewritten as

U, "X
11

. (3.3. 8)
/ - U, + U, 7CA-

3.4 • Joining expansions for the isolated atom

We have now two different expressions for the function values
at x ^ / : the Baker-type forms (3.2. 3/4)

/) = ^ £(*-><) 3<= , f'{') - 0 (3.4. 1)

and the CM-type forms (3.3. 6)

jo(-) = /*« 2 n , f F' u' ' o.k. 2)

The parameters 2£ and are determined by the continuity of ^
i

and y . The resulting non-algebraic equations are conveniently
solved by means of Newton's method of successive approximations,

generalized to two variables. A suitable form of this method is

given in appendix 10.32.

Starting with approximate values So - -1.5 and U, s 0.75»

we find after 6 iterations

- -1.5880710226 ; U, = 0.76893897310

and hence F -13-270973848 .

(3.4. 3)
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In order to reach the accuracy of ( 3 • • 3) *e had to employ

convergence-improving techniques, discussed in appendix 10.2 . The
values given here agree almost perfectly with the recalculated KMNU
values (2.3. 7) to the limit of accuracy expected by those authors,
rfe believe that our calculations are accurate to at least 2 or 3

units in the last figure quoted.

3.5 • Expansions near the boundary for the compressed atom:

Coulson-March-Gilvarry series

To treat the compressed atom we introduce a generalization
4)

of the CM series due to Gilvarry and March ' (hereafter called
the Coulson-March-Gilvarry (CMG) solution)s

, _ c-.» I -o i *0
x 's t (F * ') (F+tc t (3.5. 1)

(3-5. 2)
where, as in section 3.2 , - 7- ~ = - .7720018726...

and ^ _ ? + f**1 * 7.7720018726. . 3

The parameters f_ and F+ depend on the value of the boundary radius
e

I.* and for nC0~■>«, they approach the values F_—>13 • 2709738*18 ,

corresponding to F of section 3.3 , and [3-5. 3)
F+-* 0.9636517351... - .

The coefficients 1 up to k1 / = & are listed in table 3*7 •

The CMG series is analysed in chapter 6; quoting again only

results, we are led to write in terms of new independent
variables defined by

U "

/ 1- ' ^ ^ • (3-5- M

with

as in (3-3« 5)•
Thus we write

^ = 0.2507623787 ... (3.5. 5)

ye*) - 1*14 T"3 ^ . (3.5.6)

*1) J.J. Gilvarry & N.H. March, Phys .Rev. 112 ( 1958) 1*10-9.
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Table 3.7

The coefficients ^ of the CMG series (3.5.1)

N. /
*\ 0 1 2

t /
X k

0 . 1000000000 E-K) 1 .1000000000 E+01 • 3 5486712 74 E—01 0
1 1000000000 E-K51 .1500000000E+01 .1418150859E—00 1
2 • 625697497 8E-00 .9362229806E-00 • 2 654819794E—00 2
3 -.3133861151E-00 .310 8 6400 80 E-00 .3 08 9792 585E—00 3
4 .1373912767E—00 .57744110 92 E—01 •2501643335E—00 4
5 — .55083 43466E-0 1 •5632267301E-02 .149352333 IE-00 5
6 .20 70725850E-0 1 • 2112721232E— 03 •6797390158E—01 6
7 — .7414529478E-0 2 -.263580 3348E-05 .2403476507E-01 7
8 •2555531168E-02 -.1945414574E— 06 •6661503657E-02 8

X 3 4 5 X
0 -•1150085184E-02 .2648199477E—03 -.8029682396E—04 0
1 -.7474949605E-02 .2382 83430 5E—02 —.9232500688E—03 1
2 —.2335131666E-01 .10420 41145E—01 -.5191568000E—02 2
3 —•4667332147E-01 . 29 50 52 5 74 9E—01 -•1902634139E-01 3
4 —.6702888995E-01 .60 800 1 430 9E—01 -.5109898959E-01 4
5 —.7363420861E-01 .9716712107E—01 —.1072154714E—00 5
6 —.6431769791E-01 .1253244100 E-00 -.182 9644190E—00 6
7 —.4583936855E-01 . 1340 3 60 74 5E-00 -.2 610409117E—00 7
8 —.2714217271E-01 .12 1 20 8 50 63 E-00 —.3176570284E—00 8

X 6 7 8
£/
/ £

0 • 30 85197073E-04 -.1384863727E-04 • 6 942 0663 6 8 E—05 0
1 .4318669944E-03 -.2284767664E-03 •1318871953E—03 1
2 .29 68 30 40 1 9E-0 2 -. 18559740 68E-02 •1236220565E—02 2
3 .1335211 20 1E-01 -.9895330882E-02 .7621292439E—02 3
4 •4420535583E-01 —.3894586815E—01 • 347593 8466E—01 4
5 •1148559519E-00 -•120 6651466E-00 .12 50753397E—00 5
6 .2438652305E-00 — .30 64818256E—00 • 3 69803 0416E—00 6
7 • 43 50378-80 2 E—00 — •6562129972 E—00 .9238780578E—00 7
8 •665367167IE-00 -. 1208740 828E+01 .1990527572E+01 8
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Table 3.8

The coefficients of the modified CMGr series (3.5.6)

\Y 0 1 2 A
0 . 1000000000 E*)l .1000000000E+01 .3548671274E—01 0
l -.3987839026E-KH -.40 18 2 41 462E+01 — .14419852 09E—00 1
2 .59625407 43 E-K31 • 60 52 79 6232 E +01 .2192192514E-00 2
3 — .3961414582E+01 -.4051289251E+01 — .1479911199E—00 3

4 •9866806638E-00 .10 1 6 5 5 40 64E+01 •3734695128E—01 4
5 • 8620 582631E-05 — .1139144916E— 03 -.1387233985E—03 5
6 . 591640 2028E-05 —.2252141764E—03 -.3472274085E—03 6
7 •4169917351E—05 -.4980150 664E-03 -.1037962904E-02 7
8 .30075600 46E-05 -.129 6 7 5 30 74E-02 -.4094314798E-02 8

A.
3 4 5 (/7k

0 1150085184E-02 • 2648199477E—03 —.8029682396E—04 0
1 •4693659762 E-0 2 — .1090 43 82 75E—02 .3330685429E—03 l
2 7181800058E-02 .168187890 2 E- 02 —

. 51 752 882 83 E—03 2
3 •4879531222E-02 -.1151940 443E-02 .3571312884E—03 3
4 —•1245792551E-02 .295802760 5E-03 —.9240952873E—04 4
5 5992362473E-05 •2153310793E-06 -.5671836483E—07 5
6 16 79 20 460 1E-04 .674190 7 583E—06 —.1872717000E—06 6
7 5573919158E-04 •2402872276E-05 —.6894005140E—06 7
8 —

. 24245580 12E-03 .1099211131E-04 —.3234506977E—05 8

V 6 7 8 7*
0 •3085197073E-04 —•1384863727E—04 .6942066368E-05 0
1 -.1289021894E-03 . 582 760 43 5 9E—04 —.2942040501E—04 1
2 .20 17645 10 2E-0 3 -.9188393540 E-04 .4672495628E—04 2
3 -.1402788365E—03 .643 63443 97E-04 —.3297630497E—04 3
4 .3657856510 E-04 -.169142 3952E—04 .8734176739E—05 4
5 .1888282415E-07 -.7789747674E—08 .3674809377E—08 5
6 .6595871683E-07 -.2873017614E—07 . 143 452 97 93 E -07 6

7 . 2494022114E-06 -.110 990^3 82 E— 06 .5646583789E—07 7
8 • 11915907 48 E-05 -.53 7 5 5 9 44 50E-06

" '
.276-5041 ^09€—06 8
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This expression converges much faster than (3*5> 0 > *• c*n

seen by comparing the old coefficients ( with the new ^± t
tabulated in table 3*8 . For convenience new parameters are

introduced to replace F_ and h ^ t

U, — u tic,i) x Z3 ^~ t

'+ (*F- ' ~ [3C/-u,) '
and (3-5. 7)

Finally we express the Independent variables # and ♦" as

u = ^ j. f2L )A* f
'-U, -h u.tnc^- ' ° I /- + U, TC*"J. (3.5. 8)

3*6 . Joining expansions for the cospressed atosi

To determine the parameters 23 , U, and t/*c for the cosipi

atom one has to match

/W > - 2 '>(*">8 ,

with

ens-

k.„tX>)-/4+ ^ ft.i u'k > fen* t') - jfkU,£,J J I t'o"

IcI
. * * A, C

i,f ' ^ »

(3-6. 1)

and at the same time introduce the boundary condlt&Ml at T"0fi.e.

ipCi£o)= , or X U0k rj - 2 K/'
L

. / (3.6. 2)

We have introduced, in obvious notation, the coefficients
1 /

of the expansion for terrne of u and ^ , and the

parameters

/J =

X 3:1 -rPy)

X> X "X

X

/-«, * 4T, *oA~J
U! 2. {/ - U.f V ^ ^ j (3.6. 3)
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Table 3-9

The coefficients T- and of the expansions (3.6.4)

( T.
ft

5-
ft

0 •7689389731E-00 -•15880 710 23E+01
1 461530 9945E-02 .2624540 616E-00
2 — •5045151507E-0 4 .1469698820E-01
3 •4217750647E-05 .2417727497E-0 3
4 .881359670 4E—0 7 -. 236516342 l.E-04
5 165170 3935E-07 -.1460264258E-0 5

Table 3.10

The coefficients (T of (3.6.6) and //,• of (3.6.8),

Exj*a*SioV) 0^
I a-u.7Afru.j
0 •9636517351E-00 . 1995755466E-KJ1 .1995755466E+01
1 •4203625905E-00 -.7 54 2 40 4 4 3 6E-K) 1 .44061742 94E—00
2 .4981711467E—00 . 10 72880232E-KJ2 .516 73 92360E—00
3 .5869243350E-00 -.680 33 59970 E-tOl .6029142625E—00
4 •6879323781E-00 .1621727322E+01 .6 99663 2075E—00
5 • 80 26600 710E-00 -.39 7 50 1 8 8 21 E-0 3 .8071092677E—00
6 . 9328943478E—00 —.7899231255E-03 .9245857166E—00
7 • 10 81355771E-K31 -.1641909821E-02 .1049783918E+01
8 .1254553532E-KJ1 -.3829829913 E—0 2 .1176565406E+01
9 • 1484836755E-K31 -.1121520791E-01 . 1287576506E + 01

10 • 4120 799182E+0 1 -. 53 50 672 60 4E-0 1 .1311956818E+01
11 -.5674372011E-00 — .335549 7 823E-K) 1 -.2176651882E+01
12 .1410076750E+01 . 12220 33262 E-K) 2 -.3 842751993E—00
13 • 1388157424E-K)1 -.162 4217615E-K32 -.759114895 3E—00
14 • 132 98 61076-E+01 .9 52473562 5E+01 -.1224637104E+01
15 • 1227965866E+01 -.20928919 44E+0 1 -. 1797199904E+01

I
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The requirement that nnd must be the sue Tor either set
of eqv

in

of equations (3.6. l) enables us to write 8 and U, as power series

oo • ok> L

8- "£<• ft » ut - ^ T< ^ - (3.6. «o
i -° c

This is achieved by substituting these expressions into (3.6. 1) and

requiring that function and derivative be continuous to any order
of the expansion variable t/~t . We choose for 8a and Ta the
isolated-atom values

30 - -1.5880710226 , T„ « 0.76893897310 , (3.6. 5)
so that the zero-order equations are automatically satisfied. The
resultant values of 3t and T• are given in table 3*9 • The boundary
condition (3*6. 2) enables us to write as a power series

y. - 2" cr; ual , (3.6. 6)
c-o

again substituting and expanding to any order in the variable ££0 .

Here the zero-order equation is easily solved to yield

oi = 0.96365173513 (3-6. 7)

The expression (3.6. 6) also leads to an expansion for the boundary
value y) = y? of the form

oo ^a>° = /AA 5 7T- . (3>6# 8)«/ / » o

Values for CT- and //■ are found in table 3*10. The complete

discussion giving details of the methods adopted is contained in

chapter 7.
In the next part of this thesis we will investigate in depth

each of the topics only touched upon in the above highly condensed

survey; this examination is the subject matter of chapters to 7 •
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CHAPTER U . THE BAKER SERIES: ANALYSIS OF SERIES EXPANSIONS

Ve discuss the series solution to the TF equation due to

Baker defined by the boundary condition y C°) * 1 and convergent
near the origin. In the first section we show that it can be written

i —
formally as a double power series in X and the initial slope o .

The second section deals with general methods of infering the

singular behaviour of a function from its power series. In the
third and fourth sections this is applied to the Baker series in
order to write it in the form of an expansion in powers of 8 for a

fixed value of X , while in the last two sections we treat the

expansion of (j? in powers of X* for a fixed value of S .

U.1 . Formal solution to the TF equation near the origin

Our problem consists in solving the TF equation

f* , (*.1. 1)ol -x. J
for small values of X. with the boundary condition

<j> C o) - 1 . (U.I. 2 )
A general solution to the second-order equation (U.I. l) contains
two arbitrary parameters; since by the boundary condition one of

these is fixed, we obtain a one-parameter family of solutions. The

most convenient choice for this parameter is the slope of at

the origin, j, '(p) _ "g . ^
As long as X. is reasonably small, the Baker solution (and
therefore any transformations of it) is equally applicable to

the isolated atom, for which 3 = ~Ba »

2 ) ■
- the compressed atom ' , for which 8 , and

\
the positive ion , for which 3 < .

1) E.B. Baker, Phys.Rev. (1930) 63O-U7.
2) J.C. Slater & H.M. Krutter, Phys.Rev. U2 (1935) 559-68.
3) E. Guth & R. Peierls, Phys.Rev. XL (1931) 217. The definition

of positive ions given by Baker (ref.1) is false; this does not
however affect his other results.
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By a method of successive approximations, Baker 1^ obtained

the solution ^

= / v- "3 ■* * ± *7 * ^ d xx -b ~ x3 + "B x

+ S nc* b /'J- - -L- -B*j CJT ^ V- . ../■)- £ a? y
(4.1. 4)

By careful inspection of this expansion, we see that it can be
written formally as

^ ^ ^ TJS
d> t*, "3 J - ^ 2 x > (4.1.5)
y o o

indicating the dependence on 3 explicitly. The coefficients

can be shown, by substitution in (4.1. l), to satisfy the simple
recurrence relation

{3J? + as)(**+*s-z) a.£jS = * (4<1. 6)

+) T
Here we have defined the coefficients of the expansion of <j> as

fY* BJ=ZZ S/f . (*.1.7)y o s*3<=

From (4.1.2/3) it follows immediately that

^•0,0 ™ ^ o, / == ' (4.1.8)
In table 4.1 the coefficients are listed for 0 <P, 0 s ^ <P .

In the following sections of this chapter we will analyse
the expansion (4.1. 5)

5

(a) by examining the functions of X. multiplying each power 15 ,

in order to establish an expansion of the type ij) (x*c»*t+. ,&), and
(b) by inspecting functions of X of the form <j> C X, ~5m CoHSt- ■
First, however, some general methods will be outlined fer obtaining

+ ' In this thesis we adopt the convention that, if /[x) = 2 Ji ^
/ f" / \ / ^*0 9

the coefficients of the expansion of j [tj will be denoted by/'
/— , ^ . V
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Table k.1

The coefficients ^g $ of the Baker series (4.1. 5)

0 1 2 %
0 . 1000000000E -K) 1 .1000000000E+01 .0000000000E—99 0
1 • 1333333333E+0 1 .4000000000 E—00 .4285714286E—01 1
2 .3333333333E-00 .1333333333E-00 .5714285714E—02 2

3 .740 7 40 7 407E-0 1 .2087542088E-01 .556443 5564E-02 3
4 •9876543210E-02 .577200 5 7 72 E-02 -.102120102 IE—02 4

5 .1918328585E-02 -.9591715474E-04 .1144651416E—02 5

6 .485385670 6E-04 .4967774902E-03 -.7291196258E—03 6
7 .95080 47845 E-0 4 —.2394538197E-03 .566338 033 IE-03 7
8 — .35615240 29E-04 . 1685297738E-03 -.4467075818E—03 8

3 4 5

0 .0000000000 E-99 .0000000000E-99 .0000000000E—99 0
I —.3968253968E—02 .9469696970 E-03 -.3277972028E—03 1
2 .2539682540 E-0 2 — .119 5629767E—02 .6469720755E—03 2
3 -.1774928775E-02 .1315647976E-02 -

. 9646 845949E—03 3
4 .15480 81548E-02 — .1407495503E-02 .1292810326E—02 4

5 -.1284053635E-02 .148 5383 553 E-02 -.163827468OE—02 5
6 .1136264426E-02 -.15600 41961E-02 .2007203629E—02 6

7 -. 10 23576197E-02 . 163 67332 33 E-02 -.2404912916E—02 7
8 .9422516636E-03 -.1717414486E—02 .2836311887E—02 8

V 6 7 8 '/
0 .0000000000E-99 .0000000000 E-99 •0000000000E—99 0
1 .140 22 43590 E-0 3 -.6893382353E-04 .3741473974E—04 1
2 -.384800 3848E-0 3 .2451578922E—03 -

. 1 64593 82 63 E—03 2
3 .730 6416745 E-0 3 -.568880 5627E-03 .4531415848E—03 3
4 — .1184781417E-0 2 . 10 8 6 690 44 5E-02 -.9989154334E—03 4
5 .17586820 16E--02 —.1853347375E-02 .1927641551E—02 5
6 —.2467118283E-02 .2 9 3 3 3 80 0 44E-02 —.3401458225E—02 6
7 •-3327689180 E-02 -.440 2 6 8 6 7 5 5E—02 .5626559632E—02 7
8 -.4360741840E-02 • 63 50 2 89 31 7 E- 02 -.8862135188E-02 8
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information about the location of, and the bohaviour at, a

singularity of a function by scrutinising its power sariss

expansion.

4.2 . function analysis from power series expansions

In the course of this work we will very often want to gain

insight in how a function behaves near a singularity and where the

singularity is located. Our main item af information normally is
the knowledge of a (limited) number of coefficients of the series

expansion of the function. In the present section we will consider
in detail how to solve this problem .with the Baker series as an

i1lustration.

For convenience, define a function

OQ

f. Cz) = 2 ** , (It.2. 1)

where the coefficients are those of (4.1. 5)• This function will
serve to illustrate the methods to be developed.

The b&s of our method is a theorem by Darboux ^^, stating

that late coefficients in a power series expansion are almost

entirely determined by the behaviour of the function concerned

near its singularities, in particular those nearest to the origin.
To be specific, if a function jY<)ha» a singularity (pole or branch
point) of exponent oC at and hehaves for % « ~z0 as

'*) « S (y- *_)""' , (*.2.2)
t = o '

then the coefficient j^ in
- J A

is given asymptotically as lc-»-o by

-k J {

(*.2. 3)

I *iT75f7fur • (k-2-M
4) G. Darboux, J.de Math. (3), * (1878) 5-56 and 376-85- For a

short account, see e.g. G. Szegtf, Orthogonal Pelynemials,
2nd Ed., Am.Math.Soc., New York (1959) 204-6.
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Table 4.2

The coefficients 0 and their modified version

according to (4.3.14) and (4.4.17)

/ >y) oe( ijie d
0 . 100000000000000 E-K) 1 .108127213159565E+01
1 .1333 33333333333 E-K)l .171335294326268E+01
2 .333333333333333E-00 . 10 46 63 516460412 E+01
3 .740740 740740741E-0 1 .758144212569017E—00
4 .987654320987654E-02 .3 60 7 3 6 4 6 7 9 3 811 5E-00
5 .191832858 499525E-02 .90 7 646841964700E—01
6 . 48538 56 70 5 70 8 56 E-0 4 .681471171365978E—02
7 .9 50 80 4 78 446 30 0 4E-0 4 -.410007462924821E-03
8 -.356152402936029E-04 .791451723418562E-04
9 .229943955776026E-04 -.199769303284811E-04

10 -. 1438960 57914300 E-0 4 • 690 837692720788E-05
11 .9703 164960 538 55 E-0 5 -.275157815804351E-05
12 —.682830326566695E-05 . 12482 7 830 39 0921 E-05
13 .499191557514195E-05 -.62 1 30 10 9 4 042 64 7E-06
14 -.376623721938372E-05 . 333 5 83 728 93 9794E-06
15 .291889251680065E-05 -. 190 479384249078E—06
16 — .231511943473869 E-0 5 .114508387413128E-06
17 .187356930841315E-05 -.719066793949707E—07
18 -.154326934665028E-05 .468793057155816E-07
19 .129124250353197E-0 5 -.315749171618889E-07
20 -. 10 9 5 54530 245 567 E-0 5 .218836467991979E-07
21 .941208317921976E-06 — .155555174527600E—07
22 -.817790775491394E-06 .113094957453436E-07
23 .717864347541072 E-0 6 -.839052138940462E-08
24 -.636048452762063E-06 .6339 62 4682 55910E-08
25 .568382000679359E-06 -.487000 93 67479'69E-08
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The ratio of the {-th to the (y-l)-th term in the sum (4.2. 4) ia

equal to (tx -1 J AL/ / ( i +* - c ) showing that for very large
k the first term in the sum will dominate. In that case, the

coefficients ^Jc behave roughly like the expansion of the single
power A0 C / - z/*° ) :

A - k /
; '• *• 77- • ~ • (k-*-5>A

The expression (4.2. 5) behaves very regularly for large K ; the
rat io

__ k + et - t /

2 - ~ zi (^.2. 6)
approaches the constant value ' as ^ .

We expect that the inverse of the statement above also holds:
if the expansion of a function exhibits regular behaviour in its
late coefficients, and if their ratios approach a constant value,

then the function will have a singularity of the type described

by (4.2. 2).
Let us first try to determine the location of the singularity

( 20 ) and the exponent there ( oc ). As an example, consider the
function jP. C~2.) defined by (4.2. 1), whose coefficients ay 0
are given in the second column of table 4.2 . Let us define the
ratio of successive coefficients

72 £ -—
4°

- . (4.2. 7)

In the range of i -values for which (4.2. 5) holds, ws aecpect
to be of the form (4.2. 6). Then X0 and oc can be found frost two
successive ratios by the relations

Zo = A/ - (A-d A/_ / , oc - Z". j . (4.2. 8)

For 2 1^./^ 25, Xo and oc have been calculated from the above

expressions; in table 4.3 we list the values obtained. These clearly
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tend to a limits extrapolating ^^ to o*>, we find
- /

Zo -J. D? 21 i <X . (U.2. 9)

Table 4.3 • Values of Ay , and ^ .

I -

-/
— Z"0 —

2 1 0.8591231379 1.07273 149 3.18163 853
22 0.8688732982 1.07362 667 3.19566 151

23 0.8778092992 1.07440 132 3.20849 865
24 0.8860287531 1.07507 619 3.22029 488
25 0.8936143122 1.07566 773 3.23117 228

A second line of attack is aimed at finding values for the

coefficients f\ ' in (4.2. 2), once reasonably accurate values for

■i0 and oC have been found. The result (4.2. 9) suggests that oC

is exactly equal to -3«5« Let us assume that this is so - it will

be verified in the next section.

In order to calculate A,; , it is necessary to truncate the

sum (4.2. 4), at 1 = n say. Then we can find A0 . . . Am. from

let 8,- . *

V
i-j

as follows:

a..

/'*
for O 5" (4.2.10)

and define

2. C-/V,-
r-

/yt - ++*>

/ V

(Z + et - *1. - ***. - I J J
(£ + et - j
for o ^ ^

(4.2.11)

5) H.E. Salzer, J.Math, and Phys. 22 ( 195*0 356-9.
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wi, .

Tt.en if /J . = /J . / +- Zji_/ for / i< y\, ^ O -< vm- <. >t j (4.2.12)

t he coefficients J are given by

A i * ° //* \ /- 4*. )[(_ <x - c - 'J4' = -—7- ——• (4.2.13)^ ! (£-». +<*-- ")'■

by increasing M. , or / , or both, we obtain increasing! y good
estimates. For <A> one finds in this way:

—> - .034b ; /), -> - . 02 b4 ; - .(.ID . (4.2. 14)

4.1 . The baker solution of intial slope zero

The function f0 _ introduced in the previous section is iosely
J —

related to the general solution (4.1. 5); in fact, for ,£5 -o this

reduces to

fH fZ i
uv B =o) = 2. ei/ „ *. .= yPc _ * .■ . (4.3.1)

/-o v

We have found that the late terms in the expansion of Cpu _ 2. behave
1 ike those of 7

2 z
-.0346

^ - — j -a .... ;2cx-.924o . (4.3. 2)
before going on to examine the coefficients for general

values of 5 , let us examine the nature and the origin of the

singularity in l0o more closely by means of the differential

epuaion satisfied by it.

First of all, note that the singularity at 20 is a "non-
X

-physical" one in the sense that in physical applications z — -x

is always positive and therefore the singularity lies in a part
of the complex z-plane that is not physically accessible, tfe will
encounter this situation several times, iri different contexts, in

the course of this work; indeed, it is commonly found in many fields
of physics. Van Dyke '' ^, in his book on fluid mechanics, gives a

number of examples in that field where exactly the same situation

■) M. Van Dyke, Perturbation Methods in Fluid Mechanics, Academic

Press, New York/London (1964) 207-10.
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occurs. (This book, displaying a wealth of mathematical techniques
for dealing with mostly non-linear problems, is actually of very

great interest to any physicist.)
In principle it must be possible to evade this difficulty,

7)
since a process of analytic continuation ' can yield the function

anywhere in the positive *-plane out to the nearest singularity, if

any, in that half-plane. To see how this theoretical possibility
can be carried through in practice we will now carefully inspect
the function j?0 , since it is difficult to give hard-and-fast
general rules on how to proceed in this type of situation.

Substitution of (4 . 3 . 0 into the TF equation yields for ipa
the equations

3

f Z <fn 3 j)0 [*■) — -4 (j>o (-*■) • (4.3. 3)
with the initial condition (a) = 1 . It is easy to see that <j>0 is a
mono tonic increasing function of X ; hence <j)0 intersects the X-axis
at a non-vanishing angle for some negative value *o of 2 . Thus,
for i ~ 2o , one finds that yj, Obviously this leads
immediately to a singular behaviour: near the right hand side

3

of (4.3. 3) behaves like [z - Zo)* and after integration yo contains
a contribution behaving like (x -X0)x . The value of is
determined as the smallest negative root of

— I^ ° : (4.3. 4)

anticipating the results of the remainder of this section, it is
calculated very accurately as

t0 = -.92398 64997 8649; - = 1 .0822 66894 8422 . (4.3. 5)

This confirms the results of the previous section, obtained directly
from the numerical behaviour of the coefficients. We now see that

ex =-3«5 exactly, while of (4.3. 5) replaces the estimate
-.9240 of (4.2. 9).

To find an expansion of the form (4.2. 2) in powers of

( 1 - -y- ) , we introduce into (4.3. 3) the new independent
it© J

variable

7) E.T. Wittaker & G.N. Watson, A Course of Modern Analysis,

Camb.Univ.Press, 4th Ed. (1963) p. 140»2.
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*/ = / - f- ; * - f / - *.) > (^.3.6)/ Zo / X

in terms of which one obtains

iL-j)f, (,) -**y -*7-' • (i..3.7)

Furthermore, by the definition of 27 , f-fo t^=*>)-=o . Around J - °
we write {.y) = fcj J , where

F0 = - /a? „ z0 . (4.3. 8)
/=c

Carrying otit the summation with the value (4.3. 5) of 20 one finds

= .81649 69 574 9962 . ( ^ . 3 . 9 )

If now we expand i0o in the form
OO i. ^

fo C= /L jf 2 (4.3.10)
with 3 = o and d2 p = E0 , then the coefficients ^70 » * ' ' '
will correspond to At,, A, ,.. . of (4.2. 2). Let ting </.L,o represent
the expansion coefficients of j)/ i j) one is led from (4.3. 7)
to the recurrence relation

tj kik-i.) atico = /ilc - 0/3 k - JO J c/i_2o +F*o /i.+,o •(!♦.> 11)

In this way [Dot/ is found to be
If 4 ?

,r ■ p . 1 r- 2 2 c J EoX * t*. p 4% - -1; - t0 7 +- 7- t0 1 +■ -=- to i + —-— f *■ ; 1d V < 7 ** v r "2 c
4 .i

^7/ r"- /-
W +

/</ I ?■ r f /j Z0 E/
° '

(4.3.12)

J32 -Zoto f ?• r- ' 6/Z r0 t=o I
lo.- 7 ' «7 7 ' 77=~ /

Finally, substitution of numerical values for and £-p yields

* Ao * -.03462 63656... j ohfo* / *-.02661 10032... >
oLno - » -.02003 *17627... (*».3.13)

replacing our earlier estimates (4.2.l4) which were the results of
direct examination of the coefficients <2/ „ .
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J

are dominantIn (4.3.12) the terms containing u , u ,

and give major contributions to the coefficients for lower

/-values; therefore it is impossible to obtain more strongly

convergent expansions by a simple transformation of variables, as

for instance an Euler transformation ^. One can, however, write

iP„ in a form separating the first few singular terms:

| 9
y-o L2) - o - zj ) + 0 {/ - ) ■+ • - - ■

"

«'7< { LJ-fy " (F
(4.3.14)

By separating out more and more terms of the type (/- j- j , yt*
the remaining coefficients in the square brackets can be made

smaller and smaller, especially for large values of £ . When three

contributions are subtracted in this way, the resulting coefficients
are as listed in table 4.2 on page 46, the 3rd column. The

2
coefficients of the new series are about a factor 10 smaller than

the original a/ . In fact (4.3. 14; was employed to find the
J °

accurate values (4.3. 4) and (4.3. 9) in an iterative manner. We
also applied the convergence-accelerating techniques described
in appendix 10.2.

4.4 . The full Baker solution as a perturbation expansion

Let us now return to our original aim: to write as an

explicit function of 8 for given jT . Analogous to (4.2. 1) we

define functions

= 2. t
, (4.4. 1)

in terms of which the Baker solution (4,1. 5) may be written as

— t i s("X y?, C Tt J C*~&) . (4.4. 2)
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For a fixed value of tC , define

A -zs yv C'* T) (4 . 4 . 3)
so that

s
iP i x eons/-.) = j^T ^£s ~E> . (4.4.4)J S «• ©

Similarly define

/SY*J = v'fsftC*1)* (^. 5)

from which

— /) ' s
<x. y'{-* = e*msi-., 3) •= ^ A & ■ (4.4. 6)

Our problem will now be solved if we can accurately perform the
summations implicit in (4.4. 3/5) for * as large as 1. To this

end the expansions (4.4. l) are scrutinized in much the eame way

as before.

Applying the methods of section 4.2 to the expansion
coefficients O-g^ for a given s we easily establish the following
facts empirically:

(i) <ps contains contributions of the form
OO />i — <Vc V- C

X 4-C'-V , (4.4. 7)
£

where /0 ~ -.924 (as for if>9 ) and ods * -3.5 * S ; (4.4. 8)
(f)

(ii) the coefficients /J0 in turn form a regular sequence which
can be fitted to an expression ef the form

. Cs) / ? \ sA -•0346 ( {J 0.9 - (4.4. 9)
To explain these remarkable regularities, we substitute

(4.4. 2) into the TF equation in order to obtain a differential

equation for cj3s (z) :
f A * j>sU) + fg (*)= 4* ^ k iQ)
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Her* tps i8 defined in a manner analogous to (4.1. 6) and (4.4. 1/2):

<ps60 = 7 2.t; il ; y (-*,"&) = y>% (*&) . (4.4.11)
For S-o , equation (4.4.10) reduces to (4.3. 3) for ^>0 ; for 5 >o
it is an inhomogentous, but linear equation. The "source" term

contains contributions like

f/'f,' , f'' f'"f>■ .to.. (*.11.12)
These forms are easily derived with the help of a simple algorithm
described in appendix 10.33*

As in the previous section, we introduce the independent
variable 1 - */*o and write/

ik

From (4.4*12) it is obvious that the lowest term in (4.4.13) with
an odd k -value is given by k - 7-2s , giving rise to terms of the

form {/ - z/Xo) *" etc., in accordance with (4.4.8). The
coefficients y » ••• which are the same as J ,

,SJ r J},* s
n, , ... in (4.4. 7) can easily be calculated explicitly. For

the first few of these we find, defining (see table 4.4 )

7), fs / , S= 0,/, 2,3 i I ; (4.4.14)

Table 4.4 . Numerical values of and Irf.

5 7>s
0 .00000 00000 .81649 69575
1 .73281 28953 .16736 70181
2 -.04288 77*10 .09010 11748
3 .02061 74675
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r/ _ ^ 1 s ~h s .C/C?-2SJS = 3/4- ( S J i=o

- **!-/*)£*" 7>/"
U»<f L 5 y

*[('3-1S + + sx) 4 * 3> f, *■ */£>) Ea 2>J .

= _^n_ (t) £°~s V~*
S !<3i +05* - 5J v- .J* J»/ ^

^ ^ 6S J 32 S + + Sa)j)/JF,
^3?S (l\ { (t**-'£s -+* s-'J E. VA

-t /2 (?-2 S) Fa >/ y7
* /0 3*1 LI) i C^-Z s) F0 3>, F,~2>A +2 Fa 2 2>, 1)3 f

* f/V 7
C*.1*. 15)

In principle we could carry on in thie way, but the complicat¬
ed nature of the coefficients soon renders this procedure impractic¬
able. When we substitute numerical values as listed in table 4.V ,

the first expression in (**.**. 15) reduces to

d?-2s,s= 77- -.03^62 63657 [\) -89750 81763 , (U.U.16)
replacing the earlier, empirical estimate (U.U. 9)•

/ ^ \

We can now follow two methods to sum <j?t (* T) accurately
for nc - / , say:

(i) for s m 0, 1, 2, 3, ^ apply the method of ('tO.l'Ot i.e. write
iM*) - 2: v / , * \t-s+;j

t'-o ^?-2S + 2i,s

^ *'Ax - 7- 2 4. . , . ^ I (4.4.17)* t / agy - —— ^ ^^-2S^3L,S C3-'- i)'.
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Table 4.5

The coefficients A^/e, and their modification a.£/0
according to (4.4.19)

/ *4/• a,A'o

0 .000000000000000E-99 .000000000000000E-99
1 .135528374902950E-04 .135528374902950E-04
2 -.833264571007512E-04 .120141606542419E—04
3 .303496532904190E-03 .107298841168667E-05
4 -.851366184424532E-03 -.306416565279315E-06
5 .203088945356593E-02 .973473956350586E-07
6 -.433135001742279E-02 -.429649788525769E-07
7 .850515103722642E-02 .190408989946264E—07
8 -.156695187563799E-01 -.942356314157212E-08
9 .274379283283314E—01 .508909247005201E—08

10 —.460882509006966E—01 -.293593994111300E-08
11 .7477 60265800976E—01 .178738323259592E-08
12 -.117802923753957E-00 -.113761031921458E-08
13 . 1809 523919 50999 E-00 .75172 21244 51799E—09
14 271906799716732E-00 -.512984300934741E-09
15 .4007 63024596246E—00 .360011453175922E-09
16 -.580666590969724E-00 -.258957695261512E-09
17 .828588103994945E—00 .190387619154698E-09
18 -.116626998546899E+01 -.142739304759690E—09
19 . 162137 647303730E+01 .108917487105507E-09
20 -.222888560430900E+01 -.844460651978728E-10
21 .303276859383673E+01 .664305752239864E—10
22 -.408800976272809E+01 -.529571371826630E-10
23 .546302915677175E+01 .42734422575596IE-10
24 — .7 3,42,58 03 7 0709 03 E + 01 -•348749554553739E—10
25 .953120809044091E+01 .287584400829857E-10
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taking as many tisrins in the first sum as one can - and wants to-
calculate. For low values of s a small value of -x- is

sufficient to make the expressions in square brackets in (U.a.17)
much smaller than the original coefficients <2/ 5 (for an

example see table h .2 , on page U6. For higher values s >4.

however, a very high value of rrt would have to be adopted in

order to obtain any improvement over the original expansion

('4.^. 1). Thus, we turn to a different method:

(ii) for S ;> 5 we write in the form

x-s +

fs - ¥1 ) t*) ( U . u . 18 )

here

2 CL^ WithA^
£-yo ^ Xt »o

AK - I4 a

a -S
The factor ' / - — ; completely dominates the form of the•- Zo

coefficients ^^j range of S , and hence (^.U.19) shows
a tremendous improvement. As an example we have listed numeric¬
al values of &■*£ 0 together with /D in table U. 5 . We

.*■ '' ' 11
note that /o is smaH®r than a factor 10 *.
These types of method, and the application of special

summation techniques as described in appendix 10.2 , yield accurate
values for and . These coefficients are listed in table 3«1 >

taking ^ = 1 in (k.k. 3/5) • In the calculation of O. ^ s by ( U . U . 1Q )
large cancellation losses occur; therefore we calculated .£/, 5 to
28 figures on the IBM 1620, rounding off the resultant coefficients

2. *i s to 16 figures before processing them further.

b.5 • The Baker solution for fixed initial slope &

Once in a particular situation the value of 3 has been

determined, the procedures of the previous section are not particular

ly convenient. Instead an expression is needed for y? (it, 3=<2oist-.j
with special emphasis on convenience of numerical evaluation. To
this end, we first define coefficients
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/B;= X at* 3 s . (u.5. 1)
3 /+2s - *

in terms of which (4.1. 5) may be written as

^ *
T? ^^

</>^ 0= au * . 2)
* l^r-O

In practice, it is easier to calculate the O-k. directly by means

of the recursion relation

k(k-z) ale = * z/c-i > ^ > 3 , 53)

starting from the obvious values ap — /, a, = o *22— 3 (cf. also equat-
ion (4.1. 4) ). Here <2.^ denote the expansion coefficients of j>z
in powers of u *" . The values obtained by means of (4. 5. 3)t
with the isolated-atom value = — 1 .5880710226 for 3 , are listed

in table 3*2 on page 30. These values will be employed to
illustrate the general properties of the function (4.5. 2) - propert¬

ies whose nature is independent of the particular value of S chosen.
Let us define for the purpose of the analysis a function

00

•JU) 3 ^ 0LL*k ; . (4.5. 4)
This function is analysed in the same way as tj?-e in section 4.2 .
From the expansion (4.5. 4) we deduce that it contains terms of the
form

3.t + i

Jcl-zr) > £0 ^-.66525 . (4.5. 5)

By substituting (4.5. 4) into the TF equation one derives that -fC"2-)
satisfies the differential equation

£ j"U) ' fU)- <■*'{'(*> • (4.5. 6)

Like Lj>„ in the previous sections, the function j (z) "'onotonic
increasing, at least for negative values of x . It intersects the

2-axis at

2' . - -.66523 94668 .. , (4.5. 7)
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while in that point the derivative j non_7<,ro> leading to
r/ / / <=x> k

4 ^ -jh = - ^ k.alz9 « 2.12305 95046.. . (4.5. 8)^ i.2. l,„

Defining, in analogy with (4.3.12), p= J - z/zo » we obtain

f'-V - ^ -T*i'+; / f t J* / J/-> f + <* / (4.5. 9)
-h ... .

However, the improvement in convergence obtained by subtracting
the contributions (4.5. 5) multiplied by appropriate coefficients
taken from (4,5. 9) is hardly worthwhile. We do nevertheless get.

j I

an accurate value for the radius of convergence of ipLZ*-j ; for

from (4.5. 7) it follows that

za r 5Td 2 = .44254 3 5482 .. . (4.5.10)
8 )

This contrasts with the method employed by Enstrom ' to determine

Z0 ; lie calculates 730 coefficients of (4.5. 2), still obtaining
only the very rough estimate 76,^.44 . In addition we want to remark
that our recursion formula (4.5. 3) is far simpler and certainly
entails much less work than Enstrom's. The reason is that Enstrom

has to square both sides of the TF equation in order to remove the

power, thus arriving at a formula in which the number of

operations increases quadratically with i< ; while we employ a

simple algorithm (appendix 10.33) to obtain , which involves
an only linearly increasing number of terms ,

The conclusion that can be drawn from the above analysis

of the series (4.5. 2) is that this time elucidating the structure
aoes not assist us greatly in procuring a faster converging replace¬
ment for it. To attain sufficient accuracy near = 1 , we replace
the series by the equivalent Pad£ approximants, discussed in the

following section.

H) J.E. Enstrom, J . Cheni. Phy s . 4_6 (19^7) 1213-4
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U.6 . Pade approximants to the Baker solution

Specially for use in numerical applications ve express y (-*■)
and tf't-'X-) as rational approximations to their power series expansion

\ 9)^U.5. 2). As is well known , the Pad£ approximants are the "best"
rational approximations of given order to a power series in the
sense that the approximant to the series 21 o-L i8 that

It -o

ratio of two polynomials and > of degree <" and < m,

reap., whose power series expansion agrees with the original series

up to at least the (nt*t)th power of ^ :

u.~) - 1~1*2 , - 5 6. .)
c*) <t- c*> i-°

The relation (U . 6. 1) uniquely determines the coefficients j^- and
y of the polynomials 7^. and 4\«. ; they can explicitly be written^
as determinants involving the coefficients . Since

this involves a huge amount of tedious calculation, prohibitively

so for larger VL , we have developed a simpler way to calculate
and y- , making use of the known connection between Pad 6
approximants and continued-fraction representations of the function

^C%) . (Our thanks are due to Mr. A.T. Davie for drawing our
attention to this connection). The details are relegated to appendix

10.36.

To represent and <j>'(%) accurately in the interval £> < nc ^ /
we have chosen the (12,14) approximants

k y > //~ri; ■ ru>- -tVI: • <»-«-*>I p 9; *,"=o / /
The numerical values of the coefficients are collected in table 3-3

on page 31 • These expressions yield values of and '(■*)
accurate to at least 12 significant figures for H £ / , and still
to 9 figure# even for 'JT si 2.

This completes our description of the TF function for values
of -X near the origin. In the following two chapters we will discuss
its behaviour for large -ac; this has to be done separately for iso¬
lated and for compressed atoms.

9) for a survey, see G.A. Baker Jr, Adv.in Theor.Phys. _1_ ( 19 6 5) 1-5®-
10) H.S. Wall, Analytic Theory of Continued Fractions, Van Nostrand

New York - Toronto - London, (19^8).
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CHAPTER 5 . THE COULSON-MARCH SOLUTION FOR THE ISOLATED ATOM

When examining the TF function for large positive values of X ,

one must distinguish between the isolated atom for which x ranges

to infinity, and the compressed atom for which it is limited to

values less than the boundary radius . This contrasts with the

discussion of the previous chapter, where the same expansion was

applicable to either of these cases. In this chapter the first case

will be treated, that of the isolated atom. The more general problem

of the compressed atom will be left until the next chapter.

5.1 . The formal asymptotic solution of Coulson and March

The essential aims of this chapter can be stated as
,2 , 1

(i) to find a solution to ~ ^ y'^(oo)-0> (5 • 1 • 1)
for values of x »/ , and

(ii) to extend this solution so that it can be made to yield
accurate numerical values for even when •*"-»/.

In this section we concentrate on (i); the extension to a wider

range of 7C -values is the subject of the remaining sections.
Since in (5.1. 1) we impose only one boundary condition, we

expect to obtain a one-parameter set of solutions. As Sommerfeld

has already shown, a particular solution to this equation is

fl X) = /44 x'3 (5.1.2)
he also proves that any solution to (5«1« 1) satisfying the

boundary condition must ultimately behave like (5«1« 2). This
2 3)

leads us to write, following Coulson and March '

f (x~) = /** x~3 i ■= / . (5.1. 3)J t 'X —3

The additional condition that -j/«■ 1 , being a direct consequence
of the fact that X ranges to and of the boundary condition

1) A. Sommerfeld, Z.f.Phys. 28 (1932) 283-308.
2) C.A. Coulson & N.H. March, Proc.Phys,Soc.A 6^ (1950) 367-7**,

referred to as CM.

3) N.H. March, Proc.Camb.Phil.Soc. h8 (1952) 665-82.
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(5.1. 1)> creates the essential difference alluded to above between
this and the compressed-atom solution. Substitution in the TF

equation yields

*2 - £ -x + ,2 f = /2 aL * . (5.1. k)otic oCt / >

Still following CM we attempt to write \j>(*■) as a power series
in some - not necessarily integer - power TC^ :

/ = / - F* A + ... . (5.1.5)
On insertion of (5«1« 5) in the differential equation a necessary

condition on h and A turns out to be h (A -y-A — £ ) ~ o , whence

A ^ - 7.772001872658765...
or X - A. = * » ~ .772001872 658765 . . .

while F remains arbitrary. Since as ^ « ln order to

satisfy the condition \J>(. <*>) - 1 one can retain here only the
negative root A_ .

We can now write (5.1. 5) formally as

(5.1. 6)

/ - ^ j * - t- , (5.,. 7)

where the are numerical constants depending only on k and ✓! _
while the arbitrary constant F , the parameter distinguishing
different solutions of this family, is included in the new independ¬
ent variable £ . With CM we choose e, ~ -/ ; this choice of sign
ensures that for the isolated atom h is positive. Defining, for

convenience, .
J

y- = .0993311^8564773... (5.1 . 8)
we rewrite (5.1. 4) in the form

/ ^ + 2 = 2 J,* , (5.1.9)7 dtx oCz T T
With the usual definition of as the expansion coefficient of

>j 1 , one derives for the relation
(k. ->)(jjI + ,) ^ 2 C ei-ici) . (5.1.10)
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This recurrence relation enables us to calculate 0^ quite easily,
starting from « / , (f, =» -/ • The coefficients of the solution
defined in this way, usually referred to as the Coulson-March

asymptotic solution, are listed in table 3•^ on P*ge 33.

5.2 . Analysis of the Coulson-March series

The decrease in magnitude of the coefficients £4. of (5*1. 7)
is so slow that this expansion is inapplicable at values of ic < 10.
Since <j) and thus ~j> have to be evaluated for •»: « / we first examine
the series to see what singularity limits its range of convergence.

By inspection the coefficients for k ^ 2 are seen to behave
very regularly, having a nearly constant ratio; thus we are led to

apply Darboux's theorem as in section U . 2 . Trying to fit to a

functional form

& C <5-2- 1)
and after analysis entirely parallel to that of section k.2 we find

3.997 ; (b ~ .25077 , (5.2. 2)
suggesting that oi = U exactly. This conclusion also follows from
two alternative approaches, as follows.

First, substitute the expected form (5-2. 1) into the recursion
formula (5«1.10)» with

* -e<-P>k £t3.■ frfej-''— »
and expanding the factorials on both sides for large ^ , we arrive

at s g
_ oi +! X T* - /

(k-o' C\«-)• (5-2. *►)

retaining only the leading terms in /(:. From this it follows that

♦ I® * arbitrary, . (5.2. 5)
Further examination shows that the approximation (5.2. H), retaining

only the leading terms in k , is justified for k /O.O67 >> 1, i.e.
for all relevant
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The other way to approach the problem is to note that to with¬
in less than 1^>, the value ( 5 • 1 • 8) of jj is equal to 0.1. Thus
solving ( r>. 1 . 9) with jj replaced by 0.1 we expect a solution which
is very close to the true solution. Denoting this approximate

solution by v/„., this leads immediately to the equation
*

, i
7o~ ** V^./ ^ 2 fo'., +■ = 2^*

which has the exact solution

r-

(5.2, o)

1 t [6 x ) ^ (5 * 2 , / )
The requirement that (?, = -/ then fixes /S- 0.25.

Thus all three lines of attack provide convincing evidence

that the main singularity of y>/ <9 as a function of 2 is a fourth-
9)

-order pole. In itself, this is nothing new; Thomas in his

original paper implies a behaviour of this kind. In addition
5 )

brillouin has pointed out that any solution whose initial slope
is higher than that for the isolated atom must go to infinity as a

Uth order pole at some finite ~>C . However, he rejected the part of
the solution beyond the pole as unphysical. In the next section we

will see how this part, which corresponds to the CM solution for

negative ^ , can be given a meaningful place in the TF theory.

5.'j . The CM solution re-expressed in a manner suitable for all

values of the parameter

/ / V /
knowing that y"it) behaves almost like L t + iiz) » we are tempted

1 /
to write

V = ' 2 SL zul (5.3. 1)
/ «— «3 o ^

expecting that the values of 61_ for k ^.2 will be very small. In
principle one could calculate the coefficients of (5.3. 1) as the

I

expansion of /\j~* (see appendix 10.33) » but severe cancellation

h) L.H. Thomas, Proc.Camb.Phi1.Soc. 22 (1 92?) 5*»2-8 .

5) L. Brillouin, L'atome de Thomas-Fermi, Actualites Scientifiques
et Industrielles No. 160, Hermann, Paris ( 193*0.
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losses limit this procedure to only the first few coefficients.

Instead, substituting (5«3. 0 directly into ( 5 • 1 • 9) we obtain the
recursion relation

~/ r i
2 -•)[ dj = •/ <^_/.( 5.3. 2)

Starting from Sa= 1, £, = 0.25 one finds the values as listed
in table 3»5 on page 33* We observe a tremendous improvement
in the magnitude of the coefficients, Eio being smaller than ff30
by a factor 10^.

Let us determine the exact location of the pole of \r[%) : it
c>o . I

must be the nearest negative root of S^ 1 — o • For
one obtains "0

-3.9878 39025 608168 ; .25076 23787 165016 ; (5-3. 3)

this replaces our earlier estimate ^3 .25077 of (5*2. 2), obtained
directly from the numerical behaviour of the coefficients .

For large k the behave roughly like the coefficients

of a hypergeometric series with radius of convergence l^ol . Since
the series as it stands yields quite accurate enough values for our

purposes, and since in the next section we will develop a formulat¬

ion which is still better for isolated-atom solutions,we have not

pursued this matter further.

The singularity of 4<t) lies on the negative 7-axis, as is
/

shown by (5>3« 3). Whether or not in an actual case $6 takes on

negative values is determined by the sign of the parameter f- , as

can be seen from (5.1. 7). All solutions to (5 • ^ • 1) which lie below
the Sommerfeld solution (5 • 1 • 2) have positive values of F ; for
these the singularity is never actually reacheel as K varies. There¬
fore it is possible to remove the singularity entirely! we have once

again a "physically inaccessible" singularity. The treatment of this

type of solution (the isolated atom belongs to this class) is given
in the next section.

For those solutions lying above the Sommerfeld solution, f~
is negative; these curves actually do show the 4th order pole as x

decreases from infinity ( ^ decreases from 0). They are the large- tc
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parts of the curves found by Hrillouin and mentioned in section 5 • 2 •

March ^ has shown that these solutions can be necessary to describe

the TF field of molecules with tetrahedral or octahedral symmetry.

He has to use numerical integration to find these functions; in
numerical —-

appendix 10.12 we show how our form ( 5 •'1 • 1) can easily yield/values
for March's "Master Solutions", defined by the typical parameter

values F' =s _+ 1 .

7.k . He-expression o f the CM solution valid only for positive

parame ter

In the previous section we observed already that for the

solutions below the Sommerfeld solution (5»1» 2) the singularity
lies in an inaccessible part of the complex It-plane. This is a

situation similar to that encountered in section ^.3; in the

present case an Euler-type transformation meets our needs exactly.
Let us define a new variable

P* /o *I/, _ I - , t - , (5.'t . 1 )/ * (* * 1 /- u.

with given by (5»3« 3). The singularity at is by tliis trans¬

formation moved to the point at infinity, and the resulting series

in u should converge for O < u <1 / , corresponding to «<= ^ >o. The
dominating (f / /• fi ~z) ^ dependence changes into ( / - uc) , which is
entirely harmless. As in the previous section, calculation of the

new expansion coefficients from <5^ is effectively prevented by
cancellation losses; therefore we derive a new recursion relation.
In terms of </■ the differential equation for is

,c

/ du. / du T T '
(5.U. 2)

and with the expansions

! / , ~ . k I*
flu- , U)•V L - JL Jfl U , y' cuj * f2. fL U. s (5.^.3)
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we easily derive

(i -j J (jj L + t) jsL = (1* ->)( / + 2'k -'))
+j*(k-i)(k-z)-h 2(~ \j^L ) . (5»^« ^)

From (5.^. 1) and G, = -/ it follows that jA, = ~'/fb = •
Since ^ —- —o ^ fi-u.) u. — we can write iP 11) as

ntu. J

' !c
(5.^. 5)

where

A ^h ^. ) j^L ~ Clt -l) X _4. = t-ib^A.jn - Lu-u^-ru-, . (5-i4# 6)

In table 3.6 on page 3^+ we have brought together the values
of these coefficients ^ and ^ k . A comparison with tables 3 • ^
and 3-5 leads to the following conclusions:

(i) Like the expression (5»3« 1 ) » the series (5>'*» 3) is a great

improvement over the original CM series as far as numerical

applicability is concerned.

(ii) For very small Z , where ^32 the series (5«3« 1) converges
marginally faster than (5.k. 3)» but in this region convergence

is no problem anyhow.
( iii) For large positive ^ , (5.^. 3) is far better than any previous

expansion, still converging a£=¥h ough too slowly to be of
practical use.
This completes our examination of the isolated atom solution.

The series derived in this last section can serve to calculate the

function ^ accurately (to at least 10 figures) for / < -x. ■< —=> ,
if for the lowest part of this range our summation techniques

(appendix 10.2^ are applied.
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CHAPTER 6 . THE COULSON-MARCH-GILVARRY SOLUTION FOR THE

COMPRESSED ATOM

In extending our work to the compressed atom, we have to

withdraw the condition that ^ —> / as x —> -<=> which was imposed
in the previous chapter; indeed x will not be allowed to become

infinite at all. The effect of restricting X to values less than

the boundary radius X„ is studied in this chapter. At the boundary
the TP function will have to satisfy a condition different from

that for the isolated atom; its consequences will be examined in

the next chapter.

6.1 . formal generalization of the Coulson-March solution

The problems of this and the following chapter are

(i) to find the solution to the TP equation

.

4

-i -T
d n f (6.1. 1)

for values of x such that /«t,

imposing the boundary condition

J) (X„_) = X. <j> ; (6.1.2)
(il) to cast this solution into a form which gives accurate

numerical results when X—/ .

For the present we will ignore the boundary condition; its effect

will be discussed in the next chapter.
For large values of X« one expects that this solution will

not differ dramatically from the CM solution of chapter 5; in

particular, we write again

f^) " *"3 * (6.1. 3)

whence

X

1) *■*—* —4 —i ...t if -— 'J'(TC)However, as Gilvarry and March ' first pointed out, if now

1) J.J. Gilvarry & N.H. March, Phys.Rev. 112 (1958) 1^0-9,
referred to as GM.
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J J
is written as an expansion in powers t- the positive root A +

of (5.'» 6) can no longer be ignored; since ~~)C is restrained to
be less than the terms containing tc^* no longer diverge at

the upper limit of ** .

Instead of (5.1. 7) we have to introduce two new independent
variables

■Z _ - F. * ^" and ZV = cr ^ , (6.1. 5)

so that

4 (-*) = VY£ - , 2* ,) = ^ eLJ Z+ . (6.1. 6)
I ' 1-aO

With the obvious definitions =*^• • • etc . ,
the differential equation satisfied by is written as

f.. -2X.X* * f' *//,♦ +1.+- +*+}+ +2f- a*f*m (6#1< 7)

Here
^ is defined as in (5.1 • 8). In (6.1. 5) we have introduced

two arbitrary parameters and F*. . They will be determined later

by the boundary condition (6.1. 2) and by smtching (6.1. 3) to the
Baker solution at X- I • By choosing in (6.1. 6) e*,o — ~ ' and
£ 0 / — I we ensure that for the TF atom the parasieters F_ and
F+ are positive. With the help of (6.1. 7) one derives

Cjjk - t+,)(L-i ~/> *) &u,i - lCeLjt -j<vJ ; (6>1. 8)
/s»

this recurrence relation, where (S^ g has its usual meaning, easily
yields the values of e^t *• lioted in table 3*7 on page 37.
We note that the coefficients ££ s are identical with the <2^. of
the previous chapter.

At a glance one sees that the series (6.1. 6) is unsuitable
for numerical application unless X, is extremely small. Therefore
we study the coefficients to deduce from them which transform¬

ation could cast the function 4 into a more convenient form.
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0.2 . Examination ul' the CMG series and the transformation of

variables suggested by it

From the previous chapter we know already that the coefficients

&L.O — &-L behave like those in the expansion of

{ , + 3 I.)'* with =» .2 5076 23787 165016 .(6.2. 1)3
I

A numerical analysis of the coefficients e with £ fixed ,alont;
the lines of section 6.2 , shows that they behave like those in the
expansion of ( s + p J , wi th tiie same value for ^3. (6,2. I1)
This behaviour is confirmed by the approximation (cf. section 5.2 )
of putting p> = 0.1 in ( f>. 1 . 7)i an exact solution of this equation

i s

W., LZ.,Z^) - ^/.y3Z.)'* // Z+ » (6.2 3)
where the solution of

3

/C7 ^ ^ j "c Lrj / W ^ '(o-J i- 2 //O-J = 2 / * . (6.2.6)
"nhe equations (5.2. 6) and (o. 2 . 6) bear similar relations to ((>.1.7)
when h1 — (). 1 : they can be obtained from it by suppressing the

dependence of -J,0 on or ZV respectively.
In -section 5.6 we already saw the advantage of the transform¬

ation u = /( n-fiz.) in treating the { Z-) * singularity. A
second such transformation is suggested by (6,2. 2/3). which leads
to l/~ _ -z . Explicitly we write

'3 Z - _ 2^
^ = f—-_ - , = ; i (6.2.5)

/- /Sir.

,o /o
Z + i (6.2, b)

The differential operator ^ is then recast in the form

"■> /L U y- ^ y. /- /£>/( . u) XA 4 (6.2.7)^ ^

whence the differential equation for \l(u iaJ become!
/
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/ ^ ~ 2 L' -L*.)C ' - /op OL) U y ^ y- ^ '^/_ IO^jolJ2/ " U. £X/ > ■ , ,

a

/
. /- «^ "2JJU.) U fa /• 6-/OU. + fOy ocz) sfa *- 2 j =* 2 ij> ^ . (6.2.8)

/
Expanding ^ as a double power series we write

/

yj, = 'f(u^) = U ^ * fa'" ; (6 •2 • 9)
and substitution in (6.2. 6) yields the recursion relation

(u ^ ^ >)CL= (L . loi-I)(/ -2t+ 2f> c * -')) f
- f(k-io£-i)(k-!»(-*) [k-x,I + 1 C faj -i ^,<<0. (6.2. 10)

As is readily seen from the values collected iri table 3*8 on page

38 the coefficients ^ ^ are markedly better from a numerical
point of view than the original coefficients Gu,C • This makes it
worthwhile to adopt this formulation in terms of (X and v- in

spite of the complicated form of the equations.
In order to improve still more on the accuracy of numerical

calculations, we can make use of the regular behaviour which the

^U,l exhibit in their turn: the next section is devoted to the
study of these coefficients.

6.3 • Analysis of the expansions in the transformed variables

If we want to calculate for a particular value of x ,

we must determine Z_ and + according to (6.1. 5)» then find from
them u. and y by (6.2. 5/6) and finally insert these values into

fa(y-) = ^Cu,w)=m^ u L o-' . (6.3. 1)
In general the summation (6.3« l) will be carried out by summing
first over one of the indices k or JZ , then over the other.

Explicitly, one can write

either
7 k ^ ~ 2. ^ » y (*,"-) = 2. u , (6.3. 2)
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A (^ = 2 fk,£ ^' (6-3. 3)^ »o

The order in which the suaenatione are performed is chesen according

to the magnitudes of C<- and in each particular ease.

In the following we will study the coefficients / ,

first considered as the expansion coefficients of functions

with k. fixed, and then considered as the expansion coefficients
of functions with-/ fixed. It will be shown how in either

case one can reach a higher numerical accuracy in the suaaeations

than would be possible in a straightforward sunning of the pewer

series expansions.

6.31

First, let us exanine the case represented by equations

(6.3* 2). By means of the methods of section 4.2 the late
coefficients of the expansion of ^ are found to behave like
those of

t-it
// _ — )* . - iS-~' = o.9614 . (6.3. 4)

is* J *

This is immediately recognised as similar in type to what was

found in section 4.3 for the Baker series. Therefore we set up

differential equations for ^\ and try to deduce (6.3. 4) from them,
as was done there. For \L „ ,

j,-' W 2 *jm Vv) + o- <jj (o-) + 2 «■) = 2 \j>m C *r) . (6.3. 5)
As in the Baker case, is a mono tonic increasing function ef <J~ ,

having a simple sero at - -1.0401 80657 386153 . (6.3. 6)
Thus - irz~'m .96137 14626 388822, which replaces the estimate (6.3. 4).
Again, yL contains contributions ef the type

For general k we find the differential equation

U if + ( / -zL) AS- f2-h it +JU It. jlc
//

_ _ .

- 2P +2 J-6+- L +/ojl- (k-'jj - (L-i'il(L-i)]
+ /°°I*ji-t +tOj> ^ ^
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where

^ ' I
X (*) ~ 2. t * ; / ^ HkfL(*). (6.3.8)' /id 5-0

This system of equations, though considerably more complicated than
that for the Baker functions y?s , has solutions which show the
same qualitative behaviour. Thus here too contains contribut¬
ions of the foi

tA_ 2 -L +j°(/- ^J3 r f jo « o, 3, ... , (6.3. 9)
thereby confirming (6.3* M once more. Since the method (i) of
section 4.4 (that of subtracting the contributions (6.3* 9)
multiplied by appropriate coefficients) does not lead to large

enough improvements, we need not go through an analysis to determine
the magnitude of these coefficients. For k ? •*" we can apply
method (ii) of section 4.4 , writing

where the expansion coefficients of ^//)are much smaller than '

In chapter 7 the values of higher derivatives

f' = *^-4= • (6.3.11)f
calculated for a particular value of , will alse be needed.
These can not Ve evaluated satisfactorily by formal differentiation

of the expansions (6.3. 2), since the resulting expansions converge

very slowly, if at all. Fortunately equation (6.3. 7) can be invoked
to calculate d> / for any r** by differentiating the equatien -2)

I /<W|
times; in this manner k can be ealoulated from a knowledge
of and only. The latter quantities are obtained from
the series expansions, where noeessary supplemented by (6.3.IO).

Manual calculation along those linos would soon prove

impossible for all but the lowest valuoa ef k and ■*—- . However,
z )

the whole process of evaluating the required earn be formulated



recursively by the application of suitable algorithms to express

in terms of i/xe. (appendix 10.33) and to express derivatives
'

- - / I . (m.j
of V0 1 and J,v in terms of y>. (appendix 10.3'' )• Thus once'

\ T ' / c°j / co
( o . 3 . 2) has been summed to yield -lp* and y^k , the remainder
of the calculation was carried out on the IBM 1620 digital compute

t>. 3 2 .

Let us now turn our attention to the functions ^\J/^ u.)of
eijuation (6.3. 3)« To show clearly the difference in behaviour as

compared witli pireviously encountered general types, in table 6.1
we have listed a larger number of the coefficients fttji for

i, = O, 1, 2, 3* One immediat el y notices the striking phenomenon

that for certain values of k the coefficients suddenly become

Large, to drop back again to small values with increasing k
The following argument shows the origin of this phenomenon and -

more important - allows us to infer the value of k at which it

ceases .

Since v is almost behaving like {/-*.) any large coefficients
are expected to occur in groups of at least 5. bearing ratios to

each other of roughly 1 : -h s b : -4 : 1 ; an example is formed

by the sequence J/,, t / • To see this more clearly, let
us remove the (/ -dependence and examine ' w*iere

vtu, = C'-u.)4' /(«,»-) . (6.3.12)
/ A

Furthermore, as in section 5*2 we take the approximation L> = o. /

for which the results are particularly simple. Then,

7F "• el + C/-21) u gjr ^ {/o I2- f { 2j ^ = 2^ , (6.3.13)
with

oo 3
^

--
• X*. ("'"■> 2 (6.T.U)

-C — z>

For » o , there is a trivial solution then one writes
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Table 6.1

Some coefficients ^ g as illustration of section 6.32

k A> A' A* A3

0 . 1000000000 E-K)l .1000000000 E-K) 1 •3548671274E-01 -. 1150085184E—02
l —.3987839026E+01 -.40 18241462 E-K) 1 -.1441985209E-00 .4693659762E-02
2 • 5962540743E-K)1 .60 527962 32 E-K) 1 •2192192514E-00 -.7181800058E-02
3 — .3961414582E+0 1 -.40 51289251 E +01 -.1479911199E—00 .4879531222E-02
4 .9866806638E-00 .10165540 64E+0 1 •3734695128E-01 -. 1245792551E-02
5

~

".8620 5826~3l E-0~5~" -.1139144916E-0 3 -.1387233985E—03 -.5992362473E-05
6 .591640 20 28E-0 5 -.2252141764E-0 3 -.3472274085E-03 -.1679204601E-04
7 .4169917351E-05 -.4980 1 50 664E-03 -.1037962904E-02 —.5573919158E-04
8 .30075600 46E-0 5 -.12967530 74E-0 2 -.4094314798E—02 -.2424558012E-03
9 • 2213474017E—05 -.438183 4484E-02 -.2738234809E-01 -.1776282210E-02

10 • 1658377770E-0 5 -.2457748510 E-0 1 -.2488742048E+01 -.1756752602E-00
1 1 •1262372414E—05 -. 18 20 72 600 1 E-K) 1 .1361044679E+02 .1038378238E+01
12 • 9746910 72 4E-06 .77896241 55E-K) 1 -.2873512806E+02 -•2353871685E+01
13 •7622718719E-06 -.120 60 6544 8E-K)2 .2998232204E+02 .2621419704E+01
14 • 60 310 25381E-06 .820 29 8 60 2 3E-K) 1 -.1555060995E+02 -.1443748336E+01
1 5 • 4822329763E—0 6 -.20 799 30 662 E-K)l .3214406100E+01 .3153223679E-00
16 .3893248326E-06 "-.44670 6241*6E-0 5" -.382105 5865E-03 -.2517650015E-03
17 .3171106111E—06 -.3698 33272 3 E—0 5 -•9012436553E-03 —.5704898698E-03
18 • 26040 4 30 5 8E-06 -.300 57670 23E-05 -.2514843537E—02 -.1395 898 095 E-02
19 • 2154539 338 E—0 6 -.2427284223E—05 -.9145555898E-02 — .248479735 IE—02
20 • 179510 3536E-06 -.19 59342194E-05 -.5469498414E—01 .2674062318E-00
21 . 1505354 706E-06 -. 158594520 6E-05 -.2360294821E+01 —.4711619595E+01
22 .12700 18200E-06 -.1289368099E-0 5 .1319880308E+02 .2059801287E+02
23 • 10 77 5 300 76 E-0 6 -. 10 53 775753 E—0 5 -.2736820490E+02 —.4032882547E+02
24 • 9190 528127E-07 -.8661114391E-0 6 .2768315565E+02 .4064164071E+02
23 •7877728144E-07 -.7 1 5992 80 32E-06 -.1382569141E+02 —.2069780596E+02
26 •6783934328E-07 -.59530 42 434E-06 .2740334897E+01 .4234496769E+01
27 .5867652770E-07 -.4977490225E-0 6

"

-.4839&19311E-05 " -. 1885728583E-02
28 • 50 96139925E-07 -.4184518636E-0 6 -.3621420950E-05 — .53688 07893E-02
29 • 4443379692E-0 7 -.353 6342 836E—06 -.272 3396357E—05 -.1989283556E-01
30 •3888567131E-07 -.30035949 65 E-06 -.2 064797842 E—05 -.1194435854E—00
31 • 341496265 IE—0 7 -.2 563358693 E-06 -.158034032 OE—05 —.3715505267E+01
32 .30090 19475E-07 -.2197669319E-0 6 -.1221547954E—05 •2494384190E+02
33 .2659714355E-07 -.1892373588E-06 -.953 53352 94E—06 —.6157307173E+02
34 .23580 30640E-07 -.1636263390 E-0 6 —.7514527919E-06 .7763312949E+02
35 •2096556398E—07 -.1420 41 649 2E-0 6 -.5976280515E—06 — .53 698 51385E+02
36 .1869170032E-07 -.1237693346E-06 — .47 94292 602 E—06 • 1944677 867 E+02
37 •1670792881E-07 -. 10 823 51589 E-0 6 -.3877723443E—06 —.2888369486E+01
38 •1497193438E-07 -.94974941 30 E-0 7 -•3160712685E—06 "-.5816557103E-05 "
39 .1344831575 E—0 7 -.8361162887E—07 -.2595098593E-06 —.4243464022E—05
40 • 12107 33964E-0 7 -.7383748828E-0 7 -.21453 5 0348E—06 —.3137599640E—05
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/i = f ti + I°t '/> ■■■■ > *->/_■1 (6.3.15)

This means that ( <>. 3 • 1 3) becomes a linear inhomogeneous equation,
whose homogeneous part can be written as

Jo
/ 2 gl(" /• (/-*£) u cX' + £/-oCt°£+0 = ° - (6-3-u>)

Thus besides a particular solution determined by the source term
. /»/ -/ o

(in square brackets in (0.3.15) ) // contains terms like gt
/og-f-, C/L

and u. , and can be written

/o t c /" 41- /
Y = (X.0 U- J- * foarf-t $o,i.I £ I ' (6.3.17)

For U
/

— 0.1 the first few

'X =

it =

/ * *

2?
,-h 0£ n ^

/o 3

it are therefore

t <*, = / J
3 " 2' * n

j (1,, U + (i2 U + f X
2 22

U (6.3-18)

In rea1ity y gt 0.1 and tlius ogg and ^>g are not entirely arbitrary;

Out it seems clear that there is scope for anomalously large values
of the coefficients. Wi t li g ^ -u.) * gjf the large values of
occur at the !< -values predicted by (6.3- 17/18). also, if we take

jbt - , the magnitudes of 2 ^i/t 3 » ^22 2 ' etc • are
explained quite well by (b.3«l8).

Although we have not found any satisfactory way of removing
these anomalously large values, this examination specifies which
terms are affected. In g^ these large coefficients occur for
Ic = 10, 11; 20, 21, 22; ; Jo £1-1 , ..., H £ , but not for

/c > ///• This means that in g\j no large values occur for £ ,>
as is confirmed by the values in table 6.1 . Therefore if we plan the
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summation (0.3. 3) to go well beyond jaf+j, I ** can be ®a.fely
assumed that we obtain a reasonable accuracy; typically, u will
not be larger than U. £2 .77 •

It is disappointing to have to leave this intriguing problem;

however, we feel that the small extra accuracy which might possibly
be gained does not warrant expenditure of more time and effort.

As in section 6.31 , we will need the higher derivatives
I / 1

^ V L u.) . These can be calculated in exactly the same fashion
as indicated there; instead of (6.3. 7) ^^ lias to satisfy

V C /-«J u 1 e j> -t / // -2/J +. -oc) u fjj
-+ ' £> /• / +Jj" £{£->) -~/o£(Z^-')u V- /0J-> /C/o£-/)u Je W=( b . 3 . 19)

- Iff ,
where

^ C30 ^

Z(u-)= S: Zi "4 ; / "} - /; iju>" '■ (6.3.20)'
— o '

This completes our analysis of the CMG function; in the

next chapter we will show how to determine the parameters and

. and with them the entire TF function of the compressed atom,

from the boundary condition at (6.1. 3) and by joining the
CMG solution to the Baker solution of chapter k at x = I .
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CHAPTER 7 . DETERMINATION OF THE INTEGRATION CONSTANTS FROM

THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

In chapter k we derived a functional form, the Baker solution,
valid for o i satisfying the boundary condition at tC — o and

containing one parameter S (cf. equation (U. 1 . 3) ). In chapter 6
we obtained another form, the CMG solution, valid for / tc ^ %,

and containing the two parameters J~_ and Ay. (cf. equation (6.1. 5) )•
From these two a solution covering all values of X. can be construct¬

ed ; if 3 , F. and F+ are determined from the boundary condition

at x0 and from conditions of continuity at x - / , this solution
will satisfy the TF boundary conditions. As a result of this

procedure we find the three parameters as function of the boundary
radius ~X0 • In the first section of this chapter the proper

functional form of this dependence is establishedj in the second

a valuable relation between these functions is derived; and in
the last section we calculate the numerical coefficients in them.

7«1 • Expected functional dependence of the parameters on the

boundary radius

Our task is to find expressions for the dependence of the
initial slope "S s y? Y°) and of the CMG parameters A_ and F~+ of
(6.1. 5) on the boundary radius X0 . To these we add the value

of (j> at 7C0 , occurring in the expressions for energy and pressure
of section 1.2 , and given by

d> ° = fCt0) - J** H0 3 f ° , \f>° = f C*0) . (7.1.1)

These functional dependences must be determined from the condition

of continuity at x~ / s

f'Sa.kgr ^ ~ yw# ^ » f'Bdktr ^'j =• » (7-1. 2)

and the boundary condition at s

fen* ("X°) (7.1. 3)
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These relations will be our guide as to how to express our para¬

meters in terms of Xo . We want an expansion in terms of a para¬

meter which becomes small as Xo becomes large, so that the

isolated-atom values are obtained as Ttr —>. It transpires that
two such expansion parameters must be introduced.

First let us concentrate on the condition (7 • 1 • 3) and on

°Cx0 ) . The relation (7•1• 3) leads to a functional dependence
between Fi [Xo) and F+(Xo) . However, it is easier to write this
as a relation between the values of u and of (6.2. 5/6) for

-X =. Xa :

a. Mm : (7.1. M

f

p F- C-Xo) -XC
/O

C*o) = o-C-x - F+(*o) + C /+ f3 F C*o) x„ ' ) . (7.1 5)

Any relation between u0 and if0 is of course equivalent to a

relation between F_ and /> . For all functions of are

expected to tend to their isolated-atom values; thus, U0 — C>£tc0^~)
as X0 —v c*=> . Since it is easily checked that /lS"0 = O C >_) as

'Xo —o oo , U0 is the obvious choice as expansion parameter. We

write tentatively

OO c

if = M-oC"*) -= > (7.1. 6)

/j> ■=. aJ [u0) = ''<■ u° • (7.1. 7)
Similarly, the conditions (7.1. 2) suggest the appropriate

expansion parameter: two equations are found containing 3 and

u,(xB)= ^ ~ > ; (7.i. 8)
/ y ^ A- 3

V,(x0)- *{-*-')= 3 (nc.) (/■> pF_ (xo)) . ^7'1 9)

On inspection we see that as , ?=<9//Jand U, -=■ O £ /) , while
= 0>Cx^~/^~ ) • Thus expansions are expected of the form:

~~B (S, ) = \~2. ~3t F~J ; (7.1.10)

^ • (7.1.11)
£ ^=0
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/ ' \
For arbitrary % , U [ X.) and 'X'Cx) can be written in terms of
and tfo instead of f_ and :

J
= u' - - ; ~ (JL )*f '^u' )

1~ x ^ ° ^ /- it, /■ U,

to

(7.1.12)

From the conditions (7.1. 2/3) the coefficients of (7«1« 6/11 ) can

be derived if U0 and ^ are connected with U.t and by

t*, zl - -A + A i"/D
Uc = —... --- ; V, = <S-B i /-«, + x, ~J . (7.1.13)

/ - U, + U/ rtD
vie could try to convert the expressions suggested above into

forms giving explicitly the dependence of f_ and F+ on ~X0 . However,
there is no reason to prefer the latter as parameters over tc, and

iM , or indeed any other pair, apart from the historical fact that

they were introduced first. Also, (7-1. 6/11) are functions of a

single variable, while the relations (7.1.13) connect these by

analytic expressions; expansions of and /• ■+ , on the other hand,
would have to contain powers of both -x0 " and . This is
easily seen if one tries to write down explicit forms for such

expansions. The fact that ex, and tX. have to be found recursively

is no great impediment: starting from the isolated-atom value of U,,
two or three iterations normally suffice to arrive at stable values.

These expansions must be compared with those suggested by GM
who assumed that /I , » *f and C&~ ) X0 could be written as

1 '
expansions in OC0 "only. There are two reasons apparent why they did
not observe inconsistencies resulting from this assumption: the
first is that they did not actually perform the suggested calculat¬
ions beyond the first few terms, and thus could not find anything
amiss since non-zero coefficients of * only occur beyond where

they stopped. The second reason is that they proposed the use of

numerical values for the TF function, instead of our matching

process at -= / . Thus, they would have got the "best possible fit"
in the framework of their assumed form if they had actually carried

through the proposed calculation, and would not necessarily have

noticed the incompleteness of the assumed forms.

1} J.J. Gilvarry & N.H. March, Phys.Rev. 112 (1958) lU0-9«
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7 . i! . The pressure-energy relation in terms of the parameters

It is very illuminating' to insert the expansions obtained
in the previous section into the relation between pressure, energy

and atomic volume which in terms of can be written
/

■o « - 4- _-C- • (7.2. 1)3
'*> JTo

With tlie help of (1,2. 1^/15) this can be re-expressed in terms of

ip ° and zo as

-~ *■'* W>f + i f&l-
O

Here we must remember when taking the derivatives that <p depends
on tv both explicitly via the argument, and implicitly via ^,

and . With (7*1 » 1)

^ &
g ' * / » ■ Z d l

^ 7 W ^ (7-2.3)
Let us now substitute the expansions (7*1. 6/7/10/11) into this

relation. Some manipulation and application of the relations (7-1.13)
leads to

cl 3 r

d<s, - L+ J- + (f ) -r£ '

r— ^ if"

:>-«,/ L *>«,(<-«,)+(,-,yu,)w, +pO-u«)u0

With our assumptions the left-hand side of this equation is a

function only o f ^ , the right-hand side only of u.„ ; thus we

expect both to be equal to a constant independent o f ^ .

This relation provides a check on the calculations of the
next section. On either side of the equation, expansion in powers

of the appropriate variable must give coefficients for numerator

and denominator that have a constant ratio: this ratio must be equal

for the two different sides.
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7.3 • Numerical values

Following the ideas set out in the first section of this

chapter the determination of the actual values of the expansion
coefficients will now be outlined. We start with the expansions

of l/^ and y (7«1. 6/7). In terms of the function y- (6.1. 3) and
the variables U. and cy the boundary condition (7«1« 3) can be

written, applying (6.2. 7)» as

O - 4 y So) - J. I' -u-0) u„ f.) - 4A+ +/oA. cc0 ) ^ (7.3. 1 )

With the help of the functions (6.3. 2)
a very simple form: let

\ls* { U-) = IcA-) ^Ic ji C
-A+ 0~ 1/ 4 - 'O A _ V- Jl.,/*)

this reduces to

(7.3. 2)

then (7«3. 1) goes into
C>0

^
° = ^

. (7.3. 3)
k — G '

Similarly J, can be written

4 = u0 4^ 4J - (7.3. M

Now by substituting (7.1. 6) for h-„ it is possible to write
these two expressions as expansions in only; the method is

completely described in appendix 10.35* Equation (7«3. 3) then takes
the form

OO

0 = 2 IT* ua
, (7.3.5)

4 =0 '

where the coefficients 77"* depend on , . . . . , 07 and on the
derivatives C 7"0 3 (cf. 6.3*11). The latter are calculated

by the method outlined in section 6.31* by successively putting

//t =0, < = 0, 1, 2, ... the values of can be obtained. The
value of C0 itself is the root of

4° - *)•; c;» .963651735137592.. . (7.3. 6)
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Once the values of $7 are known, It is quite simple to find the
coefficients //; of (7«1« 7ii from (7«3. ^ ) we see that they bear

i (. t~o) as // to'

V i (. b ° 3
/

In table 3.10 on page 40 we have collected values of

(column 2) and ~fi\ (column 3)> together with the expansion of

(/ - J, {u„) (column ^4) which because of its smoothness is
very suitable for numerical calculations. With the help of these

values we have also formed the expansions of numerator and de¬

nominator of the r.h.s of (7«2. ^) : as expected, corresponding
coefficients in these two expansions have a common ratio, which has
the value

1.8303 56*455 21 x 106 , (7.3. 7)

being constant to at least 10 significant figures for the first

terms. This illustrates the accuracy of our numerical values,

since the relation (7.2. 4) is derived in a manner entirely

independent of the calculation above.

Next let us determine the expansions of 0 and u., (7«1. 10/11)
Obviously 1$D and T0 are given by their isolated-atom values

(3.3. M s

7$0 =* -1.5880 710226 ; T0 « .76893 89731 . (7.3. 8)

According to the results of chapter k

fu.., OJ - £ A 9s ; &'„/'J " sf„ 3 • (7.3.9)

where the coefficients and } have to be evaluated at / in
accordance with (*4.4. 3/3). By a method similar to that of appendix

10.35 one can write this under substitution of (7.1.10) as

£ p % /:■ *'• (7.3.10)

Here Q' and 4 • are functions of 3^ and the derivatives

nkfJLf> and [ y which can be
calculated from (7-3. 9). On the other hand, by chapter 6,
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^ent- ^ ; fens- ^ 7.3.11)v c — C> ' /r o

where

i P <■*)'- (~3 4 /A+ 4. to £ , f C<a.) i* A. (.i-ct) U f> {u. ) . ( 7 • 3 • 12 )® / W 6/

Following once more the method of appendix 10.35» substituting

(7.1.11) and expanding leads to

00
, <*»

Psns- ^^ ~ ft- ^ ) Pens- ~ ^ j (?•'>• n)
V (. * o v t ©

/ /' A**V
where A; and 4, • depend on "2^ and on resp. ^ o> ^Tijand ^ y> C To J >
The necessary values of these derivatives are calculated by the

method indicated in sections 6.3"! and 6.32.
The matching conditions (7«1« 2^ now reduce to the very simple

form

^ ~ : f \ .(7.3.1M
The zero-order equations (t=o) are automatically satisfied by

adopting the values (7»3> 8); since for ^ / the equations are

linear in and Tt they can be solved in a straightforward manner.

In table 3-9 on page 40 we have listed the values of and

T- calculated in this way. In this case we have expanded numerator
and denominator of the l.h.s. of (7-2. 4): again we find that

corresponding coefficients in these expansions have a common ratio,
with the value

1.6303 56455 19 x I0b . (7-3.15)

This agrees excellently with (7-3« 7)« For the first three coeffic¬
ients of the expansions the ratio is equal to better than 10

significant figures, for the next two to better than 8 figures.
We conclude that the accuracy reached is most satisfactory.

As a check on the applicability and reliability of these

expansions we have calculated u, and 0"v , and from them "5 and
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Table 7.1

Comparison of our results for (j) with those
of Latter (ref. 2)

to

La tter s work This work

3
0

f 5
O

f "a.

2.200 -1.4999 .666280 5 -1.4998545 .668874763 3

2 .800 -1.5500 . 476670 4 -1.5499931 .477204579 3

3.043 -1.560 1 .422620 4 -1.5599826 .422950822 3

3.285 -1.5671 .377510 4 -1.5669826 .377706416 3

3.704 -1.5746 .314830 4 -1.5748024 .314867777 4

4.2 30 -1.5803 .255700 3 -1.5802807 .255725495 4

4.330 -1.5 80 9 .246330 3 -1.580 9933 .246344174 4

5.229 -1.5849 . 180 580 3 -1.5848888 .180588736 4

5.40 1 -1.5853 .170950 3 -1.5853090 .170947210 4

5.8 50 -1.5862 .148990 3 -1.5861346 .148996559 5

6.206 -1.5866 .134330 3 -1.5865898 .134338778 5

7.385 -1.5874 .098098 2 -1.5874152 .098100443 5
7.790 -1.5876 .088823 2 -1.5875643 .088822659 5

8.0 15 -1.5876 .084193 2 -1.5876300 .084192574 5

8.588 -1.5876 .073821 2 -1.5877576 .073824693 6

8.5 90 -1.5876 .073789 2 -1.5877579 .073791704 6

9.565 -1.5879 .0 59868 2 -1.5878892 .059869115 6

10 .804 -1.5880 .0 46934 2 -1.5879745 .046934486 6

11.300 -1.5880 .0 42832 2 -1.5879949 .042833657 7

11.963 -1.5880 .038086 2 -1.5880149 .038086451 7

15.870 -1.5881 .0 20 82 5 2 -1.5880594 .020824774 8

16.000 -1.5881 .0 20 454 2 -1.5880599 . 02 0454409 8
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<7 2 )
Ip , for those values o(0 for which Latter calculated the latter

two quantities by inward numerical integration. In table 7*1 our

results are compared with Letter's. The column labeled give*

the number of iterations necessary to obtain stable values U.,

and i/'a , that labeled rt.ae the number of reliable significant
figures in our resiilts. The expansion for

as given in table 3«10 was applied in order to find cj> ,
supplemented by the techniques for improving convergence described
in appendix 10.2 , For as small as 3»7 we still achieve

reasonable agreement with Latter; previously reported "accurate"
solutions did not reach this precision (cf. also Latter's table,
which quotes a number of other authors).

This concludes our consideration of solutions for compressed

atoms with large atomic radii. In the next chapter we will expound
an entirely different approach, designed to meet the case of
small atomic radius, where Z0 / and the above expansion methods
fail.

2) R. Latter, J.Chem.Phys. 2k (1955) 280-92, in part, table III,
p. 292.
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CHAPTER 8 . THE THOMAS-FERMI-DIRAC EQUATION FOR VERY SHALL

ATOMIC RADIUS

When the atomic radius becomes very small ( I ) the method

applied in the previous chapters fails, since the range o ^ x ^
no longer contains a part where X »/. In the present chapter we

develop a method to deal with this situation: since this method
is equally applicable to the TED equation (section 1.3 ) treat
this more general case, from which the TF equation and its solution
can easily be recovered.

8.1 . An integral equation for the TFD function and its

iterative solution

We follow an approach due to March who assumed that <f>("*■)
could be expanded as a Taylor series around -x.0 . Choosing values
for function and derivative satisfying the boundary condition at

XD , he obtained higher derivatives from the differential equation;
thus he found the first few terms of a series expressing x) with
the value of as a parameter. The latter could finally be
eliminated by invoking the boundary condition at the origin. Un¬

fortunately divergences appeared after the first two terms. The
basic reasons for this, as we will shortly see, are

(i) that the expansion around X0 can not be written as a power

(Taylor) series, since it contains logarithmic contributions
in the third and higher orders;

(ii) that in any case the expansion around X0 can not, in its

simplest form, be extended as far as the origin =• °.
2 )

Here a method is developed ' avoiding these pitfalls. First
it is convenient to change the independent variable, to simplify

X J
notation in a later stage. Writing %- 3T^ and = 3" p changes the
basic equation (1.3. 7) into

1) N.H. March, Proc .Phys .Soc .A 68 ( 1955) 726-3*+.
2) P.J. Rijnierse, Proc.Roy.Soc.(London)A 292 (1966) 288-97.
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^je. . s (f' -> fy') ■ (8... ,)
The boundary conditions - / and / ^ ~ jf' ^ (8.1. 2)
where J* » 3 , retain the same form in y a» they had in'*,
but it will be necessary to introduce the scale factor 3T into

equations (1.2. 6) and (1.3« 10/11).
Now we essentially follow March ^ in writing

a a » (8.1.3)

thus satisfying the boundary condition and at the same time introduc¬

ing a helpful parameter . (Note that our a. is 3* times that of

March.) Later 0. and hence <f>J•) will be determined from the
boundary condition at J -=• ° .

Making assumptions about the form for yY^) to be expected
might prevent us from finding such things as logarithmic contribut¬
ions unless we realize beforehand that they might occur. To avoid
this an iterative approach is adopted which will generate these
terms for us. It is essentially based on the idea that successive

integration, inserting accurate boundary values, increases accuracy,

whereas differentiation decreases it. Therefore (8.1. 1) is integrat¬
ed twice, substituting (8.1. 3), to yield

j '(y) = a3 y 3 ft 1 (y>*+ ; (e.1.4)
f(f)o +3 'fit')** . (e-t_ 5)

Given an approximation to (J , Jm. say, an approximation accurate to
the next higher order is now obtained from the recurrence relation

**y + * (y-t) [fUC*) rf* . (8.1. 6)
An appropriate zero-order approximation is immediately suggested

by (8.1. 6) itself: we choose ly)= H *y . This sasily yields
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the next approximation

2
this is that near the origin a- ^ —*> o and hence in that region we
cannot accept a,1 *4 as the leading tern in a multinomial expansion.

(j)t Cy) = a ^ + i Co. + ($) C^ -3+ 2y,*J) . (8.1.7)
The limit uo is of special interest; we see that

/ 1 J 3/ ^ tj>,Co) = jf0 , (8.1.8)
which shows that a. ~ and also that /• §~ ■ <8-'- »

To proceed to the next higher approximation we require an

expansion of , z . Xf a-Z ^ in (8.1. 7) is taken as the leading
term in such a multinomial expansion, successive application of

(8.1. 6) yields terms up to order inclusive. Then, one stage

later than in March's approach, divergences appear. The reason for

ear

2
a. >4

To rectify this we rewrite (8.1. 7) and subsequent approximations
in the form

*j , (8.1.10)
thereby incorporating into the leading term the definitely nen-sero

quantity

c* = (L ( /-+J) y J (8.1.11)
2

*fe note that for small y0 » ^ •
With a-*[y + "■) as the new leading term in a multinomial

expansion, (8.1. 6) involves integrals of the general form

T, t - f' t dt (8.1.12)
/•

where S and t are either both integers or both half-odd-integers.
The integrated forms contain terms of the types {Z + and

I

Ares in It ( • Different expansions for these functions exist,
according as / xj *c\ >1 or < r . At the definite lower limit J* this
gives no trouble: if w </ , tc /~; . and we can expand in
rising powers of «./• for the upper limit * ~ , however, we
cannot form an expansion in this manner; when ^ <3y» the qmettfcity
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is less than 1, while for ^ « othe opposite is true. In fact, this
is the root of the divergences occurring in March's theory, and in

ours if ol. y is taken as the leading tern in expansions of (8.1. 7)*
we then automatically obtain expansions in ^ , which, as we now
realize, fail in the limit ^ —> o . Thus [*+*)* and a.rec!ilt
have to be retained in closed form; in the next iteration the latter

generates a new type of integral of the form

Js i - P [z+ol)* arc.s\r\]n Cx/u)* cLt . (8.1.13)
V

This integral does not give rise to new difficulties, at least not

to the order of approximation reached by us. The evaluation of i-s,*-
and is indicated in appendix 10.k.

Proceeding in this way we can obtain better approximations

1 etc. . In the next section the results to fourth order

will be presented; also from then expansions for pressure and

energy to fifth order in will be deduced.

® •2 • lb* fourth-order iterated solution and the results

obtained with it

Proceeding as indicated in the previous section, we have

obtained, after complex but unexciting calculations, the fourth-

-order approximation:

7
u/o/ + ->'/ + <f(-*■/ + /o j* +y )^+ 0,)'

- toe ^fta>)ftft

4-
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+ a. * f(n + 2*1 41 + n*4 - ? A - ^ ^f4"* ^
il+o L I' 7

+ (<ji 4 * 3 8*4* +l/<f£ -2/ 4 J 1
- 4* ('*£)*jf j (+ + 2° I*)1 * * ('*'£ +">J*
+-28 0+if *.* jO* + Ho A* +/*4*)j +(jol+v»l -+4*)J (j+«) }
-3/<i" O+ifjf { (*■-£ ++41+4*)^(y+«) * + ^4j I
- fa O+A) f*i(' + <°A - if 4 *- 2 o 4 *) i +*) -/P£
*■ 3* (/+£)'y*Y Ot + 2+4')y*{y+«f + OyA-*■? £*)y

+ 4+/-+P4x)y L f
■h if (/+£f(/+-u4)yfJ

+ -f- a/ff2io + !o+<f 4* + /1+OJ, 4 + +2iC4^ + 2<f/i4*+*114 )y
*37ioo I ft, ,i

+*[i2tL4 + /C »■*' 4 + /+ t't 4* + »£**£*+ /f*+4 +/o* 'Yr*
-*40(,+4)*1 j(*o + 9994X + 31* l* + vi£+ /■* A *)y x (y +*■) 5

+ (iiz 4 + ??e 4i ++2 4 *)^ ' J
+ /++ ( i+4) ^' / (88 f + ////f 4 + 4+o*4 - ?t*° 4 + +o £ +*■)'

+ (472*4 + H 4"> 4' + /ffA*- g+4* ) y* f
- / ?o/o {/+ 4) *jf ] (* _ P 4+4 4 x)

i(3e>4-/*4a + ao 4 ■+,oi - ("A*-34 t)y *(y+»t) x j+

4 *( z+4) j ( ?o v- iodA -AfA1- 7fO- 4» C*) « *
* { /23 4 +2+0 i1 -1A24 -/Ao 4 4+/<Z +/2/*) 1 +u) f

+ 12(0 ( I+aO(220 +A-fo 4* -I9IO 4' + iLo 4* )y~
+ (4*0 +*40 A -8**t% - (?* 4* - 44* A*-3?A<)y^(i + iJ~

1 7

vVf , 0 / ,
+ [(920-9-20 4 )-J (y+•<■) +(/AAoi -/j/j,oA*)I. ^

- 32+o [/+ 4)*yf^+fo + *t*4 -4?2At-?f?A3-2Fo44)^(y'«Jt+/-**'4+/f/4y*l
+ *49 4 + 4) -j/{ (2292 + i»fo £-I/O?V-*00*4*)^ + (-/2fo-t*>4 +r++*4'

+ +»»o4*)yS(j+»c)i + (320 +itol )(//- 4£ -/-f/3)y I /
(»4)fym f {(8384-22u £-23019 r) +(*o+e. MoZV 4j 1

9- ... y J. j J
H h I r e L =r a resi'»h (p/ ti) - A** Oy* /'<* ) . (8.2.1)
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Now this is substituted one more time into (8.1. ^/5)» setting ^ =o
there; with

A = - £+ I T a ((8.2. 2)

we obtain

, -5 J

j->[o) = a C u-A) -j.
, J- (,<■*)" it{ * 12- S(■).' (<+-»■()10 / _ n2o f

a
/3 -HrO

3 J4 2 Aoo

C {/+ /)* JMl - 22? I / +23D1?/I*
V- Is-i'i'O - ■?■»"A 7 A

a* ('+£) ^ 229-i(> y ytsj-so ji - /o ■*3/ 032 I *
- />?4 32< A

+ /to iSo (i+fl ■+ /I\l* y2<l*) -A. J
(8.2. 3)

and

o J = A '

y
A

- | a7/>Vjy - p iV/^J J.
AL **(t+rfp [-U - tf£*->■ (i-U*) JL J

/ JA- A/"! 22'2 + '*i° /£ - f~*ao* 1
-J"//0 a'+&){ h-£s£ -/irz*) y\. ~J

pj r
+

2-To t too [ *'F * ''** ^ - "V ^
- ^Y 3 - /■?-»" ,/ 4

y ///* -//?/ Jlj
* ■■•

• (8.2. fc)

Substituting y? in terms of a into (1.3» 10/1l) yields for
pressure and energy the expressions
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fir - Li- *-+ *'(«A)\.' (>- i/) . <8-2- »r /* /* /
and

/' * I f'* (Si'7'lf-s pz'f* - If**] *** '
. ± *< (uju'j,* (r-*A-it%) <■ i-A* (nAffS0-*A-ef)
* -1. A7{'+/Lfl^ £/2- /$X - 2! <£ 2 +22 J *)22 + c y (J0

+ fJZ+ A *J* ^ l '331 " 23+° /- 22 /£* a ++ 12. /* + +{/f+ /*
- 2tT2o (, y 3 £*_ £ £+) yj_ J

*

777777" [-'*>(V2- / . J.
- f*£f /At- /' + £3 ,g£ /32 /* y ^ 244- J40 f »-

- //D 8?o ( /+ + y ?2 /* + +*X* + jt / * -A /*-(, / "*') J]J

(8.2. 6)

We want to remark here that the evaluation of the integral (8.2. 6)
represents the real success of our method: only thanks to the approx¬

imation (8.2. 1) to is it possible to perform this integration

explicitly. Thus, for the first time, the energy can be explicitly

expressed as a function of the boundary radius and of the exchange

parameter |30 .
According to (8.1. 2) / i® now substituted into (8.2. 3).

The resultant series is easily reverted to give a. as a series in ;

this can be substituted into (8.2. h-6) to y±eld and f ( 1 .3» 10/11 ).
Analogous to section 7.2 we check our expansion by means of the
relation

/ ~~ 3 . (8.2. 7)
1>E

>
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Before actually writing down the expansion for CL we want to note

that not only can it be verified by means of (8.2. 7) but in addit¬

ion one more term in the expansion can be obtained from (8.2. 7)
with relative ease. For obviously (8.2. U) for y'(fo^)and (8.2. 5)
for jo have already been evaluated to fifth order: aince according
to (8.1. 7) & m ® ^we (8.2e 6) only th#/TF torn which
can be evaluated from (1.2.1U). Thus having at our disposal all the

fifth-order terms we write the expected form of the fifth-order term

in /% with undetermined nusierical coefficients and substitute this

into (8.2. 7)* By equating coefficients of corresponding powers on

both sides of the resulting expression the correct coefficients are

then obtained.

Including the tersi obtained by the procedure just described

finally leads to

f'[ ' - iT jf'{' jTT f i3 + "?l
- -J— u,3 ^ 7C/it/ + p»o £-■ /£-) 4 243° 4 /f/;o p 2 j7
it y* -{ 7 0*1* 09/ 4 9<?2ooo 4 j3 (23 4lt-f

— 2 3/j too ^ 4- 4"*44 000 p ^
■ _ - -4*o[ 7 92 C '2 ft* -*'1! + * Hi 7*o )
pt»f ioo 000 f \ ^

9 32* (5 tt3 4of fo? 9 23 oo9 too *•* %■)
9 M3ooo^% (*2 3J 7 4 12 too Jo*. jfe. )

- 2otp Apt too ^ 4 /44' 44o 000 £3* j

(8.2. 8)

£
The corresponding expansions for y = p>(y*) = and (f> m. J* &
then follow immediately. Thus we have achieved our aim: te find the

boundary values of (0 as functions of qr0= 3^ y. • These>f y? as functions of j'
1 are of the same type as (8.2. 8),expansions, which are of the same type as (8.2. 8J, will not be

written explicitly.
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In the next section expansions for the equation of state and
the energy will be derived from the results obtained above, and

compared with similar expansions derived in many-body theory.

8.3 . Expansions for pressure and energy

In the previous section we found expressions for b ,

,9 and the integral in (1.3•10), involving the parameter
, and also an expansion for this parameter in powers of the

boundary radius y. and its logarithm. It is quite easy to derive
from this expansions for pressure and energy as functions of the

atomic volume. It is simplest to express all quantities in <^o and
; we remember that these are connected to the atomic volume ir

and the atom number ? by

^ ■ I3- i CE?) ■ <8-3- 0
For the pressure one has

*>= et

7{7 7,-foo A fe. ) - 3SSP" (3 [/

/ot> Poo

L— f 7 /f too A £
2217 toe f I

)

3Zod 2»o oot>

and for the energy

E - a * »■

■foA»

7 220 j5 [2/ A*/ 7^3oo A fZ.) - /7/o 72 o j3* ^
*j 3 C J o OX? Xd? •+ ft* ft* 000

'
4. /f*o(3 [ 3J42 /of + /3 ft 000 L. £ ) 7 /*/A f/2 too p 2
-723* *2o OOO (3J J 7 .... J (8.3.2)
[' - r ' |f E

-—- 3 7 (33A 7 7 A**o A ) - ?Ttto ft j
"TO* ( / / > V \

'
- uV/i 7- /f»*o A ) 7 22op C'foo/-htioe A fe)

/7too f -/7/o72o^3 2 J
* J 3 (/I'* fib + *9**1*00* fc)

1 7-1*1*0 {3(_3Ate /of 7 /3 ft o»e
7 142A <j/2c>l>' - '73* *io e>oo (3 3 J

22

/Co/ too OOO

J (».3. 3)
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The leading terms in these expansions are obviously the pre

and energy of a degenerate free electron gas of density /i*") • This
is the average electron density over the atom; as the atomic volume,

and thus , decreases, the point character of the nuclear charge

becomes irrelevant and its effect approaches that of the uniform

background of the free-electron model.
It is instructive to compare (8.3* 3) with expansions for

the correlation energy of a free electron gas obtained by modern

many-body methods. For this purpose we consider the expansion due
3)

to Gell-Mann and Brueckner '. In the usual many-body notation, we

express the energy per electron 2- £J in Rydberg units, and
the volume per electron if / j? in a dimensionless parameter A-s

/ . 3 3
such that CLD As orJ

a_

Jo - 2 A< ( ) 1 (8.3. k)
For the first few terms we find, substituting numerical values in

(8.3.3)« ,

2.2' o .?// * aJ» 2' _ a -g *r = —S— ~
*-s A *

- As I oofs* Z T + { °-2?? - o.22/ In- J?J 8.3. 5)

while the GB series, in the same units, is

g" - 2 .2) o , J/ /
A, j A- s

- * 0622 .(8>3> 6)

Naturally enough the leading terms, representing the free-electron

energy, are equal. The first-order correction contains the exchange

energy in both expansions, but in ours, in addition, a numerically
much larger contribution. In second order we obtain a constant

against the logarithmic term of GB; ours is much larger in magnitude
unless At would be less than the radius of the electron. Our first

logarithmic term appears in third order.

3) M. Gell-Mann & K.A. Brueckner, Phys.Rev. 106 ( 1957) 36*1-8,
referred to as GB.
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This completes our treatment of the TP and TPD atoms. Ve

have seen that the solution is essentially different according
to the magnitude of the boundary radius; for sbmII -2f0 logarithmic
terms appear, and special care has to be taken in order to obtain
the correct expansions.
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CHAPTER 9 • PROBLEMS IN OTHER FIELD6 Of PHYSICS TO WHICH SIMILAR

METHODS COULD BE APPLIED

The methods developed in this thesis, which proved successful
in treating the Thomas-Fermi equation to a degree of accuracy far

beyond original expectations, could we feel profitably be applied

in several other fields of physics. This will be illustrated by

briefly discussing (i) some differential equations of a similar
nature or involving two-point boundary conditions, and (ii)
problems where it is necessary to analyse power series in order

to determine location and nature of the singularities of the

corresponding functions. We hope to show -that application of same

of our methods can lead to improvements iiaz*^.

9.1 . Differential equations

9.11. A class of equations closely relatsdr^p the TF equation
First we will study a class of equations ' of which the TF

equation is a special caset

Up ^ ' (9.11.1)
This equation, which for /H -/ reduces to the TF equation, can be

analysed in exactly the same way as given in chapters U, 5 and 6.
For small xr , we write

y = p: a/s , (9.11.2)( CtS=o '

which then leads to either
i It

=• Q-L. (y ***'■) , ak =» &L ,

or

1 ■= "6 , Js - /{(■*) , *»'*•» Chapter U.

l) E. kanke, Differentialgleichungen, Bd 1,6.Auflage, Leipsig

( 1959), equation ( C6 .102), p . 5<>9, where further references are

given.
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For large tC , there Is a particular solution analogous to the

Sommerfeld solution:

w i

/ 2 & + +a.) 7 . (9.11.3)
/ L »tx J

one can again write j and find

. Xx *f" ~ — 2 4 • (9.11.4)
(K + 'X'H +&) / H + i T ' J

Like (5«1. 4), this equation has series solutions in X m F with

A =• A + = —£—//?<*. -/■4d*i+/7 # Retaining only , we
— 2 />t-

obtain an equation analogous to (5*1. 9). which here too has a

nearly exact solution, of the form ; the

analysis proceeds along the same lines as in chapter 5> detaining
both roots X _ and X + , we arrive at the analogon of (6.1. 7)«
and we can make transformations as in chapter 6.

9.12. The Eoiden equation

As a second example, we consider the equation

ol . *) ^<1OH
et
*_£- + 2 -fri- + -X. ~r = ° , .it* / (9.21.1)

2 3)
This is Emden's differential equation ' ': it describes a poly-

tropic sphere of gas of index in gravitational equilibrium.
Here nc is a dimensionless radial variable and y is proportional
to the density. Writing y = y leads to '

U'<f — -
ZF *% f ■ ° ; (9.12.2)

in this form one recognizes the similarity between the Eaalen and

2) R. Emden, Gaskugeln, B.G. Teubner, Berlin-Leipzig, 1907} ••• also
E. Kamke, ref.1^, equation (C6.74), p. 56O-1•

3) E.A. Milne, Montly Notices Roy.Astr. Soc. <jM (l93l) 4-55;
R.H. Fowler, ibid., 63-91.
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TF equations, apart from the sign of the second term in (9*12.2).
Thus it is expected that similar methods may be applicable here too

Milne finds that (9-12.1) with yi _3 and y /describes the equi¬
librium of a sphere of perfect gas of constant opacity, containing
a uniform distribution of radiant energy sources. A similar sphere,
but then of degenerate gas, is described by the same equation with

3

rt. - j and ^ * proportional to the density.
9.13. The Prandtl-Blasius boundary layer equation

As a last example we treat a non-linear two-point boundary-
-value problem to which our method of joining different expansions
could possibly be applied: the Prandtl-Blasius equation of boundary

k)
layer theory. The equation describes the stream function in the

boundary layer of viscous flow past a flat plate at high Reynolds
number. With the independent variable connected to the perpendic¬
ular distance from the plate, and the function connected with
the stream function, the equation has the form

/"' - //" — (9..3.0
with the boundary conditions

0J= f ° » ^ ( -o) =. I . (9.13.2)
We expect that our technique of expanding ^ for small and for
large ^ and matching the expansions at an intermediate point
should be applicable here too. For small #7 , it is easily shown
that

^7)' 4f(Ay') (9.13.3)
where is a parameter and

fC.7L) = / _ -L * v JL- *• - Z'3 + (9.13.^)30 -*04 0 3 32 b-i,

4) E.g. H. Schlichting, Boundary Layer Theory, 4th Ed., Mc.Graw Hill

(1960) 116-20; M. Van Dyke, Perturbation Methods in Fluid
Mechanics, Academic Press (1964) 129-32.
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For largo rj one has

= rj- |3 + !> ^ ^ * ■■■ , (9.13.5)
with |3 and ^ parameters. These expansions would have to be
extended to cover the whole range 0-$>y-£oo\ admittedly this is
much more difficult than in our case, specially for (9.13*5).

9.2 . Analysis of series expansions

The main impetus in this field came from the work on critical
5)

phenomena , including such subjects as the behaviour of vapour

near the critical point, of a ferromagnet near the Curie point or

an antiferromagnet near its Neel point, of a superfluid near the

transition temperature and of an alloy near the ordering temperature.
To account for these phenomena, Iaing-type models are commonly

adopted, while in magnetic theory the Heisenberg model is treated

very often as well. In these models, quantities like magnetization,
or in general any quantity describing a low-temperature ordering,
and magnetic susceptibility or specific heat, can be expressed as

power series in the temperature or its inverse, according as the

temperature is low or high. At the cost of hard labour it is

possible to calculate a limited number of coefficients in such

expansions, typically 9 or 10 (see Domb ^ for a survey of methods).
All information on the critical temperature, etc. must be extracted
from these series.

In the following we will not discuss a special case, nor try
to convey the exact physical meaning of the variables. Instead we

will consider the more abstract mathematical problem involved

throughout, which can be stated as follows: suppose one has available
a limited number of terms of the series

5) For recent review articles, see L.P. Kadanoff et.al., Rev.Mod.

Phys. 22 ( 1 967 ) 395-^31 ; M.E. Fisher, Rep .Prog. Phys . 2® 09*7)
615-730 (theory); P. Heller, Rep. Prog. Phys. 22 ('•967) 731-826
(experiment).

6) C. Domb, Adv.Phys. 2. (i960) 1^9-361.
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(9.2. 1)

suppose also that one suspects that /has a singularity at
of the form

*J ^ /){ , - ~ ~ • (9.2. 2)
Our task is now to find, from the available ^ and ^ as
accurately as possible. We present a short survey of methods common¬

ly applied in this field, and compare these to our methods as

developed in this thesis.

9.21. The "ratio" method of Domb and S^kes
7)

Domb and Sykes make, on physical grounds, the assumption
that the coefficients should behave for large /n- like

<*C /X. 1" (9.21.1)

where is a critical value. In that case, the ratio of successive

coefficients would be

® ^ ff y. I (9.21.2)
and we note that this relation would be exactly satisfied if
is of the form (9.2. 2). One way to obtain and q from is
to plot vs. /yl~ ' t the slope of this curve, which ideally should

- /
be a straight line, gives q , while the intersection with /X- — o

yields the value of . A second method is to form the "linear

extrapolants"

, r / , Lf-o 7 C'j / x

^
^ u ^ - C~-c')«■„_,J , ; (9-21 .3)

v L'J - /
if (9«2. 2) holds exactly, then — Xe for all c / i other¬
wise successive. u'J will, one hopes, tend to ' tt a limit.

7) C. Domb & M.F. Sykes, Proc.Roy.Soc.A 240 (1957) 214-28, and
J.Mathematical Phys. 2 (1961) 63-7.
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If one of the quantities or ^ is known already, one can
find the other as follows: if Tig. is known, then one forms

4m. " ( ** ** ~ ') * ' > (9.21.4)

ideally, ^ ; otherwise ^ .If f is known, one
forms

syt

; (9.21.5)

ideally =r nct , otherwise F'~> ^ = Tte
|S„

— /

te •

9.22. The Pad£_aj>groxiinant method
8)

With the help of the Pad6 approximants ' (PA's) to the

expansion (9.2. 1) (see also section 4.6 ) one tries to locate the

singularity of /{*■) as the limit to which poles of successive PA's
tend. As in the previous section, there are approaches applicable
when both Tig and a are unknown and special methods if one of them
is known already. In the first case we have two common methods:

(i) Form the expansion of F, Ctc) — ol J* ^Tt)]/tin (9.22.1)
Ideally, F, = -4— ; thus PA's to the expansion should have

-xr

denominators with one simple root. In practice the roots of
the denominators of successive approximants give an estimate of

^, while the residues there yield values for ^ .(ii) Form the expansion of

r / \ /{-*) /"^x)
'2 L ~*-) — -u— U- . (q J? 2)(9.22.2)

If (9.2.2) holds near -Zg , we should have there Fa 5 ~t' j

forming PA's to F3 and evaluating these at trial values Tie
should yield estimates for ^ which are rather insensitive tothe choice of

In the second case , when is known we can form

F3 C*) ^ ^ - tc) L. . (9.22.3)

In the ideal case, Fg Ctc)^ ^ ; evaluating PA's to the expansion
of F3 at one obtains estimates for ^ . When ^ is known, one
8) For a review, see G.A. Baker Jr., Adv.in Theor.Phys. V (.19*>5)

1-58; see also G.A. Baker Jr., H.E. Gilbert, J. Eve A
G.S. Rushbrooke, Phys.Rev. 164 (1967) nr.2, 800-17.
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A 4, = r /(*)] 1 ; (9 • 22. U)fo rras

approximants to f~j, must have simple poles at valuta approaching

, since ideally ^ Y Z' ~ ^Z^*) by (9.2. 2); the
residues give the proportionality constant A .

9.23. Various other methods

( i) Starting from the assumption that behaves like (9*2. 2),
Ninham and Thompson ^ evaluate the integral J~ ^ (■*. J oi~tc
by means of a generalized Euler-MacLaurin summation formula with
an asymptotic expansion for the remainder. The numerical value,
obtained with trial values for and ^ , is equal to -^if
^ < / and the integral converges; if ^ / the numerical value
is interpreted as the Hadamard finite part of the integral, which

again is — J (o) « The difference between the value of the integral
- as evaluated with the trial values - and — a.0 yields reliable
estimates for the error in the values ^ and ^ adopted,
(ii) Guttmann, Ninham and Thompson suppose that can be
written in the form

/*) = (/- 2L) ? I C*.) (9.23.1)
Under certain conditions on the behaviour of l(*) they show that the

set of functions

LZ*) = (/+ ~) [('- (9.23.2)
(r-)

will have expansion coefficients <2^ which for large rvt oscillate
in sign and decrease in magnitude, if nCt and 4 in (9.23.2)
correspond to the actual singularity of //*) . Thus for 4t «e,/,24...

D
one can find a region in the 7Ce - a plane where the Q indeed
show this behaviour. This yields values for and J , together
with error estimates; these become narrower as /yt is increased.

9) B.W. Ninham <fe C.J. Thompson, (unpublished); B.W. Ninham,
Nnmerische Math. 8 (1966) khk-57; J.N. Lyness & B.W. Ninham,

Math.Comp. (1967) 162-78.

10) A.J. Guttmann, B.W. Ninham & C.J. Thompson, Phys.Letters 2_6 A
(1968) nr.5, 29 Jan., 180-1 .
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9.24. Comparison with the methods applied in this work

This chapter will he concluded with a brief comparison
between the methods developed in this thesis and those discussed
above,

As regards the ratio method: the technique described by-

equations (4.2.7-9) bears a close resemblance to this method.
Nevertheless we feel that, our method of extrapolating might be

slightly better; also better estimates for Xe are obtained if
instead of (9.2. 2) the coefficients are fitted to a hyper-

geometric series. The introduction of the Darhoux form (4.2. 4)
again enables us to refine the estimates considerably.

By comparing with section 9*22, we see that in the PA method
is normally determined as the zero of the denominator of

successive PA's. However, in the calculation of these approximants

the early coefficients have a relatively large influence, and may

obscure the behaviour exhibited by the late coefficients. Therefore,
where cj < o as in our sections 4.3, 4.5 and 6.31, it is preferable
to find Tig directly from the series instead of via the PA's.
Naturally this depends on the behaviour of the contributions to

■/(tC) which are non-singular near ; we were fortunate in that
!/'

these vanished at as well . For ^ >-o , it seems to us that it
should be equally possible to find OCg as the zero of / /
instead of applying (9.22.4) and its PA's, especially if convergence-

-improving techniques (appendix 10.2) are judiciously applied. Of

course, if a differential equation for J(is available, this can
yield a large amount of additional information, as demonstrated by
the analysis of section 4.3 •

Finally, we consider the improvements which can be achieved
once 7Ce and a , and also /) of (9.2. 2) are known. Most commonly
applied is the method of subtracting one contribution as in

(4.4.17); we feel that, where possible, the subtraction of more

Darboux-type terms could increase the accuracy of the resulting
series considerably. When a contribution of the type discussed
above is dominant, the method of (4.^.18), dividing out this
contribution, yields very great improvement. On the other hand,
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truncation effects make it necessary to employ ~X€ -values known
to many decimals, and it is very difficult to obtain these from
series analysis alone. In effect, it was only our application of
the differential equations to find the exact value of a and a

very accurate estimate of "Xe that enabled us to introduce this
method. In most of the Ising-like models one is not so fortunate

as to have such auxiliary knowledge of the function //arjconcerned.
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CHAPTEK lO. APPENDICES

some numerical or

in the main body

digest.

In this chapter we have brought together
mathematical considerations which if discussed

.-would
of the thesis/ have made it needlessly hard to

IO.I . Tabulation of some solutions to the TF equation

In this first section we calculate several solutions to the

TF equation, obtaining numerical values by means of the power

series expansions derived earlier in this thesis. Tables are given

of the solution for the isolated atom, and of March's Master

Solutions.

It). 11, The TF function_for_the isolated atom

For the isolated atom, the TF function is described by the

baker series with 5 = - 1.588O710226 and by the CM series with

F = 13 • 270973^48 • To calculate p and y' for o < ^ / , the Pade
approximants (4.6. 3) to the Baker series are employed. In order
to avoid difficulties caused by the singularity at the origin, the
function is tabulated at equal intervals in 1 . For / < nt < 0-=

we apply the modification of the CM series given by 3/5);
here the tabulation is in equal increments of ^ .

The tabular intervals are chosen in such a way that full

tabular accuracy can be reached by 4- or 5-point Lagrangian inter¬

polation ^ for p and p' respectively. Thus, for o ^ -ac < / , we have

P ( L + b k] J = P. A u [ jo) cP C*k.) » (10.11.1)
A,-/ ' J

where fj^ Jt>) are /n -point Lagrangian interpolation coefficients
' '

—

and = Z0* -t-L k -A similar expression, with 5-point inter-
/

polation, holds for p . For >/ , since here <j> behaves almost
l) See e.g. Handbook of Mathematical Functions, National Bureau

of Standards, Applied Mathematics Series 55. 3rd Ed. (1 9^5)
Section 25-2 and table 25-1.
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-5 I .4,
like X and jP almost like <r , it is advantageous to perform the
interpolation on the inverse of j> or <^> s

lj>~' C A*k (f>) , (10.11.2)
and similarly for y'with a 5-point formula.

The function values thus calculated are listed in table 10.1 .

2)
They agree with those of Kobayashi et.al. ' to the accuracy given

by those authors.

10.12. The "Master Solutions" of_March
*3)

March ' has calculated by a numerical-integration method

two typical solutions to the TF equation; these are of the CM type
and are defined by putting A / in (5.1- 7)« Any solution with an

arbitrary value of A can be found from one of these by the scale

transformation discussed in section 2.3 • From the expansion (5«3- 1)
for <^/*) these two solutions can be calculated quickly and accurately
over a wide range of *X .

As part of a research project in her final year of studies
for an Honours Degree in Physics with Theoretical Physics, Miss
Shona Wallace recalculated these Master Solutions to very high

4)
accuracy '. In tables 10.2 and 10.3 we present an extract from
her tables. The intervals are once again chosen in such a manner

that full tabular accuracy is achieved by or 5-point Lagrangian

interpolation, as in (10.11.2).

10.2 . Convergence-improving techniques: Shanks' Ck. -transforms

Often in the course of this work we have encountered the

problem of numerically calculating the sum of a series for a value
of the argument very near its radius of convergence. Here formally

2) S. Kobayashi, T. Matsukuma, S. Nagai & K. Umeda, J.Phys.Soc.Japan

JO (1955) 759-62.
3) N.H. March, Proc.Camb.Phil.Soc. 48 (1952) 665-82.
4) S.H. Wallace, (unpublished).



TheTFfunction\0(tz)
J?(*)

-f'(*)

<f)(x)

-'(

0.0000

.10000000E+01
.15880710E+01

.1156

.86647761E-00
.95649783E-00

.0001

•99984253E-00
.15680726E+01

.1296

.85331290E-00
.92460076E-00

.0004

•99937544E-00
•15480836E+01

.1444

.83986238E-00
.89344141E-00

.0009

.99860672E-00
.15281131E+01

.1600

.82616492E-00
.86302859E-00

.0016

.99754436E-00
.15081701E+01

.1764

.81225747E-00
•83336864E-00

.0025

.99619630E-00
.14882632E+01

.1936

.79817511E-00
.80446559E-00

.0036

.99457047E—00
.14684008E+01

.2116

.78395104E-00
.77632134E-00

.0049

.99267476E-00
.14485912E+01

.2304

.76961664E-00

.74893579E—00

.0064

.99051702E-00
.14288421E+01

.2500

.75520147E-00
•72230698E-00

.0081

.98810506E-00
.14091613E+01

.2704

.74073334E-00
.69643129E-00

.0100

.98544661E-00
.13895561E+01

.2916

•72623834E-00
.67130352E-00

.0121

.98254938E-00
.13700337E+01

.3136

.71174089E-00
.64691707E-00

.0144

.97942100E-00
.13506008E+01

.3364

.69726379E-00
.62326402E-00

.0169

.97606901E-00
.13312642E+01

.3600

.68282826E-00
.60033535E-00

.0196

.97250090E-00
.13120301E+01

.4096

.65415931E-00
.55660981E-00

.0225

.96872410E-00
.12929047E+01

.4624

.62587454E-00
.51564926E-00

.0256

.96474590E-00
•12738938E+01

.5184

.59809291E-00
.47735106E-00

.0289

.96057357E-00
.12550030E+01

.5776

.57091367E-00

.44160405E-00

.0324

.95621425E-00
.12362377E+01

.6400

.54441817E-00
.40829120E-00

.0361

.95167500E-00
.12176029E+01

.7056

.51867163E-00
.37729186E-00

.0400

.94696277E-00
.11991035E+01

.7744

.49372484E-00
.34848368E-00

.0441

.94208444E-00
.11807440E+01

.8464

.46961581E-00

.32174421E-00

.0484

.93704676E-00
.11625290E+01

.9216

.44637126E-00
.29695228E-00

.0529

.93185639E-00
.11444625E+01

1.0000

.42400805E-00

.27398905E-00

.0576

•92651987E-00
.11265484E+01

1.0500

.41064548E-00
.26067456E-00

.0625

.92104365E-00
.11087905E+01

1.1000

.39792530E-00

.24827812E-00

.0676

.91543406E-00
.1091192IE+01

1.1500

.38580379E-00
.23671447E-00

.0729

.90969731E-00
.10737566E+01

1.2000

•37424123E-00
.22590859E-00

.0784

.90383950E-00
.10564870E+01

1.2500

.36320141E-00
•21579413E-00

.0841

•89786663E-00
.10393862E+01

1.3000

.35265128E-00

.20631218E-00

.0900

.89178456E-00
•10224567E+01

1.3500

.34256053E-00
.19741026E-00

.1024

.87931573E-00
.98912120E-00

1.4000

.33290137E-00
.18904143E-00

H

a o'

0

1



(continued)

X

-Y*J

■x.

f>(*)

-(£'(■*)

1.5000

•31477746E-00
.17373880E-00

7.0000

.46097819E-01

.11142532E-01

1 .6000

.29809771E-00
.16011501E-00

7.5000

.40962466E-01

.94582646E-02

1.7000

•28270644E-00
•14793339E-00

8.0000

.36587255E-01

.80886030E-02

1.8000

.26846951E-00
.13699844E-00

8.5000

.32833089E-01
.6964163BE-02

1.9000

•25527065E-00
.12714729E-00

9.0000

.29590935E-01

.60330747E-02

2.0000

.24300851E-00
.11824319E-00

9.5000

.26774390E-01

.52560300E-02

2.1000

.23159432E-00
.11017054E-00

10.0000

.24314293E-01
.46028819E-02

2.2000

.22094998E-00
.10283098E-00

11.0000

.20250365E-01

.35798152E-02

2.3000

.21100650E-00
.9614035OE-01

12.0000

.17063922E-01
•28305364E-02

2.4000

.20170270E-00
.90026276E-01

13.0000

.14526518E-01

.22705246E-02

2.5000

.19298412E-00
.84426187E-01

14.0000

.12478406E-01
.18445014E-02

2.6000

.18480215E-00
.79285763E-01

15.0000

.10805359E-01
.15153231E-02

2.7000

.17711323E-00

.74557647E-01
16.0000

.94240789E-Q2

.12574353E-02

2.8000

.16987826E-00
.70200388E-01

17.0000

.82727639E-02
.10528868E-02

2.9000

.16306201E-00
.66177580E-01

18.0000

.73048459E-02
.88883111E-03

3.0000

.15663267E-00
.62457131E-01

19.0000

.64847464E-02
.75592142E-03

3.2000

.14482225E-00
.55813027E-01

20.0000

.57849412E-02
•64725433E-03

3.4000

.13424700E-00
.50077116E-01

21.0000

•51838934E-02
.55766158E-03

3.6000

•12474104E-00
.45097630E-01

22.0000

.46645758E-02

.48322574E-03

3.8000

.11616570E-00

.40752738E-01
23.0000

.42133981E-02
.42094370E-03

4.0000

' .10840426E-00
.36943758E-01

24.0000

.38194181E-02
.36848922E-03

4.2000

.10135787E-00

.33590097E-01
25.0000

.34737544E-02
.32404300E-03

4.4000

.94942309E-01
•30625444E-01

26.0000

.31691444E-02

.28616952E-03

4.6000

.89085440E-01

.27994861E-01
27.0000

.28996077E-02
.25372672E-03

4.8000

.83725163E-01

.25652543E-01
28.0000

.26601879E-02

.22579901E-03

5.0000

.78807779E-01

.23560075E-01
29.0000

.24467526E-02
.20164709E-03

5.2000

•74286647E-01
.21685062E-01

30.0000

•22558366E—02
•18067001E-03

5.4000

•70121097E-01
.20000050E-01

32.0000

.19303255E-02
.14636106E-03

5.6000,
•66275527E-01
.18481657E-01

34.0000

.16651908E-02
•11988459E-03

5.8000

.62718665E-01

.17109884E-01
36.0000

.14469544E-02
.99177175E-04

6.0000

.59422949E—01
•15867550E-01

38.0000

.12656139E-02
•82785536E-04

6.5000

.52172937E-01
.13235607E-01

40.0000

.11136356E-02
.69668029E-04



(continued)

X

f>{r)

-<f>'f-x)

-x.

-<f>Y

42.0000

•98526900E-03
.59066139E-04

220.0000

.11059515E-04
.14319926E-06

44.0000

•87607064E-03
.50419538E-04

230.0000

.97430901E-05
.12087522E-06

46.0000

•78256914E-03
.43308848E-04

240.0000

.86280670E-05
.10274431E-06

48.0000

.70202472E-03

.37416400E-04
250.0000

•76772908E-05
.87894680E-07

50.0000

.63225478E-03
.32498902E-04

260.0000

.68615484E-05
.75637915E-07

52.0000

.57150554E-03

.28368126E-04
270.0000

•61576544E-05
.65448528E-07

54.0000

.51835649E-03
.24877065E-04

280.0000

.55470471E-05
.56921313E-07

56.0000

•47164854E-03
.21909904E-04

290.0000

.50147464E-05
.49740861E-07

58.0000

.43042933E-03
.19374655E-04

300.0000

.45485720E-05
.43659496E-07

60.0000

.39391137E-03

.17197700E-04
320.0000

.37764638E-05

.34049389E-07

65.0000

•31914329E-03
.12960411E-04

340.0000

.31699637E-05
.26947014E-07

70.0000

.26226530E-03

.99565334E-05
360.0000

.26868955E-05

.21605808E-07

75.0000

.21821043E-03
.77779747E-05

380.0000

.22973543E-05
.17526291E-07

80.0000

.18354576E-03

.61661955E-05
400.0000

.19797326E-05

.14366823E-07

85.0000

•15588783E—03
.49526118E-05

420.0000

.17181518E-05
.11889056E-07

90.0000

.13354583E-03

.40244737E-05
440.0000

.15007645E-05
.99237154E-08

95.0000

.11529715E-03
.33046601E-05

460.0000

.13186086E-05
.834.86285E-08

100.0000

.10024257E-03

.27393511E-05
480.0000

.11648192E-05
.70743170E—08

105.0000

.87710451E-04

.22903047E-05
500.0000

.10340772E-05
.60343634E-08

110.0000

.77192184E-04

.19299023E-05
520.0000

.92221765E-06

.51788589E-08

115.0000

.68297713E-04
.16379000E-05

540.0000

.82594795E-06
.44698733E-08

120.0000

•60724454E-04
.13992583E-05

560.0000

.74264155E-06

.38782777E-08

125.0000

.54235197E-04
.12026654E-05

580.0000

.67018590E-06
.33814850E-08

130.0000

.48642171E-04

.10395157E-05
600.0000

.60686877E-06
.29618225E-08

140.0000

•39574139E-04
.78856447E-06

650.0000

.47998446E-06
.21654695E-08

150.0000

.32633964E-04

.60913995E-06
700.0000

.38617652E-06

.16198322E-08

160.0000

•27231037E-04
.47807416E-06

750.0000

.31532580E-06
.12358341E-08

170.0000

.22961351E-04

.38051134E-06
800.0000

.26081373E-06

.95924386E-09

180.0000

.19542102E-04
.30666432E-06

850.0000

•21818665E-06
.75592724E-09

190.0000

.16771248E-04

.24992901E-06
900.0000

.18437242E-06
•60376618E-09

200.0000

•14501803E-04
.20575323E-06

950.0000

•15720504E-06
.48805717E-09

210.0000

.12625079E-04

.17Q93868E-06
1000.0000

.13512748E-06

.39880107E-09
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Table 10.2

The master solution y*. C "*") for F * +1

ur p l*-) - Yx) ->c f+ f-x) - f>'+ (x)
. 12 .30808218E+04 • 32637748E+0 5 .72 •12635491E+03 .39463125E+03
.13 .27775746E +0 4 .28 157567 E-t05 .74 .1187 8543 E + 03 • 36287915E + 03
. 14 • 25150 829E+04 .24455473 E+0 5 .76 .11181862 E+03 .33429742E+03
.15 .22864184E -*04 .21368698E-t05 .78 .10539492E+03 •30850984E+03
. 16 • 20 860715E-K)4 .187 7410 4E+0 5 .80 .99461772 E +02 .28519172E+03
.17 . 190 961 29E -K) 4 • 16577235E-K) 5 .85 .86482589E+02 .23594469E+03
.18 • 17534473 E +0 4 .14704732E+05 .90 .75696366E+02 . 19698635E+03
.19 . 1614630 4E+04 . 13098982 E +0 5 .95 .66654418E+02 .16582248E+03
.20 . 1490 7 318E +0 4 .11714284E+0 5 1.00 .59014674E+02 • 14064085E+03
.21 • 1379730 7E +0 4 .10 51 40 44E+0 5 1.05 • 52 513085E+02 •12010514E+03
.22 .12799 352E+04 .94687214E+0 4 1.10 •46943506E+02 .10321665E+03
.23 . 1189920 4E +0 4 .85542796E +0 4 1.15 .42143324E+02 .8921978 3E + 02
.24 . 110 84793E-K) 4 • 77510 22 3E+04 1.20 .37983042E+02 .77 5 36392 E +02
.25 • 10 345838E +0 4 .70 42 70 2 7 E +0 4 1.25 .34358630E+02 .67719516E+02
.26 • 96735402E+03 .641 58370 E+0 4 1.30 .31185837E+02 •59420283E+02
.27 .90 60 33 30 E-K3 3 .5859 170 IE+0 4 1.35 • 2 83 95918E + 02 .52363957E+02
.28 .84996827E+0 3 .53 632 568E+0 4 1.40 .25932386E+02 .46332400E+02
.29 • 79859234E+0 3 .4920 1310 E+04 1.45 •23748526E+02 .4115107 0E +02
.30 . 75 1 4 1 230 E+0 3 • 4 52 30 42 5E+O4 1.50 .21805467E +02 .36679307E+02
.32 • 66796953E +0 3 .38448294E+0 4 1.55 •20070683E+02 •32802989E+02
.34 .59678621 E -K) 3 .32918662E+04 1.60 .185168 06E +02 .29428943E+02
.36 .53564296E +0 3 .28369140 E+04 1.65 .1712 07 00E + 02 •26480641E+02
.38 .48279380 E-tO 3 .24594990 E+0 4 1.70 .15862 7 06E +02 .23894881E+02
.40 • 436850 77E -K) 3 .21440360 E+04 1.75 .14726049E+02 • 2161918 5E + 02
.42 • 3 9669995E-K) 3 .18785232E+04 1.80 .136963 53E+02 .19609766E+02
.44 .36143955E +0 3 .1653 620 4 E +0 4 1.90 .11910054E+02 .16248702E+02
.46 • 3 30 33366 E+03 .14619884E+04 2.00 • 10423 55 IE +02 • 1358 1587E+02
.48 .30 2777 26E-K)3 • 129780 81E+04 2.10 .91761780E+01 .11442691E+02
.50 • 27826953E+0 3 • 11564281E+04 2.20 .812148 00E +01 •97108198E+01
.52 .25639327E -K) 3 . 103410 12E+04 2.30 •72234663E+01 • 8 2961167E+01
.54 • 23679886E +0 3 • 92778734E+0 3 2.40 .6453 9513 E +01 .71311077 E +01
.56 • 21919168E +0 3 .83 500383E+03 2.50 • 57906432 E + 01 •61645364E+01
.58 .20 332 218 E-K) 3 . 7 53 710 2 7E+0 3 2.60 .52157 510E +01 • 53570477 E+01
.60 • 18897797E +0 3 . 68 22200 6E+0 3 2.70 .47149555E+01 .46781239E+01
.62 . 17597742E-K) 3 • 61913140E+03 2.80 .42 76642 3E +01 •41038832E+01
.64 . 16416455E -t0 3 . 5632 7312 E +0 3 2.90 .3891322 0E + 01 .36154764E+01
.66 • 15340 488E+0 3 .513 66200E+03 3. 00 .35511890E+01 .31979083E+01
.68 • 14358198E -tO 3 .46946880 E+0 3 3.10 .32497822E+01 .28391606E+01
.70 • 13459472 E +0 3 • 4299910 5E+03 3.20 .29817215E+01 • 25 295342 E +01
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Table 10.2

(continued)

- 2T ft f*) - f'+ fa)
3.30 .2 742 50 2 2E -*0 1 .2 2 611501EO1 9.40 .14576036E—00 .44487225E-01
3.40 • 25283327E +0 1 .20275687E+01 9.60 .13721393E-00 •41035241E—01
3.50 .233600 58E-K) 1 . 1823 49 63 E-K) 1 9.80 .12932434E—00 .3791225 IE—01
3.60 • 21627964E +0 1 .16445575E+01 10. 00 .122 02 957E—00 •35081287E—01
3.70 »2006378 4E-t01 . 14871171 E-tO 1 10.50 . 10604796E—00 .2908 0007E—01
3.80 . 18647581E-K) 1 • 13481 40 2E+0 1 11. 00 .92 7 44 8 5 5 E—01 .24310629E—01
3.90 . 1736220 2E-t0 1 .12250813E-»01 11.50 .81581054E—01 .20481466E—01
4.00 • 16192831E+0 1 . Ill 5 79 60 E+0 1 12. 00 .72142 676E—01 . 17 378383E—01
4.10 • 15126626E -tO 1 . 10 18 470 IE -tO 1 12.50 .6410842 IE—01 .14842093E—01
4.20 . 14152420 E-K3 1 .93156290E-00 13. 00 .57226265E—01 *12752656E—01
4.30 . 13260468E-K)1 .85376082E-00 13.50 .51296626E—01 .11018750E-01
4.40 . 12442240 E-KJ1 .7 839398 8E-00 14. 00 .46160055E—01 .95701209E—02
4.50 .11690251E -tO 1 .72113 50 1 E-00 14.50 .41688118E-01 .8352201OE—02
4.60 . 10997910 E-K) 1 .66451489E-00 15.00 .3 7776 57 8E—01 •73222308E—02
4.70 . 10 359400 E -tO 1 . 61 33 610 7E-00 16.00 .313 08974E—01 . 56978766E—02
4.80 •97695739E-00 .567050 84E-00 17.00 . 2 62 392 7 OE—01 .45004040E—02
4.90 .92238649E-00 . 5 2 50 4 2 8 2 E-00 18. 00 .222 08969E—01 •36019010E—02
5.00 .87182121E-00 .48 68 650 9 E-00 19.00 .18964547E—01 .29170442 E—02
5.20 .78129835E-00 .420 40 149 E-00 20.00 • 1632 32 58E—01 • 2 3876302E—02
5.40 .70 292912E-00 .364930 56E-00 21.00 .14151103 E—01 • 197 31524E—02
5.60 .63473533E-00 .318336 77 E-00 22.00 • 12348297E—01 .1644907 3E—02
5.80 .57511369E-00 .27896542E-00 2 3.00 • 1083 9496E—01 .13822211E—02
6.00 •52275528E-00 •24551126E-00 24.00 .9567 0821E—02 • 11699810E—02
6.20 .47658434E-00 •21693655E-00 25.00 .84864819E-02 . 99698886E—03
6.40 .4357 1113E-00 • 192410 13 E-00 26.00 .7562 8443 E—02 .8 548436 7E—03
6.60 .39939537E-00 .17126163E-00 27.00 .676 86 53 5E—02 .73717037E—03
6.80 .36701778E-00 .15294689E-00 28.00 .6081988 OE—02 .6390801IE—03
7.00 .33805750E-00 .13702147E-00 29. 00 .54852367E—02 .55678696E —0 3
7.20 .31207438E-00 . 1231 20 2 6E-00 30.00 .49641415E—02 .48733242E—03
7.40 .28869467E-00 .11094173E-00 32. 00 .41044906E—02 • 37 809261E—03
7.60 . 26759963E-00 .10023551E-00 34.00 .3432 5531E-02 .29783344E—03
7.80 • 24851631E-00 .90792 752 E—01 36. 00 .2 89973 94E—02 •23779554E—03
8.00 . 23 12 100 3E -00 .8243840 3 E-0 1 38.00 .24718101E-02 .19215946E—03
8.20 .21547826 E—00 .7 50 2 50 98E—0 1 40. 00 . 212 41 63 6E -02 • 15696983E—03
8.40 .20 1145 60 E-00 . 68428265 E-0 1 42.00 .183 8813 IE—02 .12948298E-03
8.60 .18805961E-00 • 62 542173 E-0 1 44.00 .16024006E-02 . 10776060E—03
8.80 .1760 8738E-00 .57276749E-0 1 46.00 .14048642E-02 .90410427E—04
9.00 .16511269E-00 .52554972E-0 1 48. 00 .12385266E—02 . 76417318E—04
9.20 .1550 3357E-00 .48 310 7 60 E-0 1 50.00 .10974613E-02 • 65030841E—04



50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
82
84
86
88
90

92
94
96
98
00
02
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Table 10.3

The "master solution" f.6ar) for A =

?- (■x.) - f-'(x) f- - f- 7*0
. 10 719112E+05
. 9655 37 59E -K) 4
.87248454E+04
.79076132E 04
.7 1871994E -K) 4
.654988 8 IE -K) 4
.598420 58 E +0 4
.5480 50 88E -K) 4
.50 306538E+04
.46277352E -tO 4
.42658725E+04
.39400387E -K)4
.3 6459 200 E-K) 4
.337980 18E -K)4
• 31384 742E+04
. 291915 48E04
• 27194237E +0 4
.2537 170 5E +0 4
.2370 5492E -tO 4
.22 17 940 6E -K3 4
.20 7 7 9 20 8E-K) 4
. 19492343E -K) 4
. 18 30 7717E+04
.172 15500 E -t0 4
. 16206965E-K34
. 15274347E -K)4
• 14410 721 E +0 4
. 13 60 9900 E -tO 4
. 12866345E-K54
• 1217 50 88E-K)4
. 11531664E-K5 4
. 10 372636EO4
.93615 90 5E+03
.84758856E -K) 3
.76968818 E +0 3
.700 9 1442E -K) 3
• 63998214E +0 3
.5858 1580E -K) 3
. 53 751083E +0 3
.49430 296EO3
.45554359E+0 3
•420 67999E-K53

. 11379947E+06

.99 3490 9 6E -K) 5

.87087387E+0 5
• 76632 61 5 E -K) 5
.67677883E+0 5
. 59974922 E-tO 5
.53321717E+05
.47 552980 E-K) 5
. 42 532761E+0 5
.38148680 E-tO 5
.3430 740 5E+0 5
.30931067EO 5
.2795442 5E+0 5
.25322588E-K) 5
.22989194E+0 5
.20914938EO5
.190 66378E+0 5
. 17414962 E-tO 5
.15936233E+0 5
.1460 9 1 76E-K) 5
.13415676E+0 5
. 123400 76E -tO 5
.11368803E+05
.10 4900 58 E-tO 5
.96935600 E+0 4
.8970 32 67 E -K) 4
.83124912E+04
• 77 131479 E -K) 4
.71662211E+04
.66663536E-K34
.620 88119 E+0 4
.540 441 46EO4
.47248262E+04
. 4147690 3 E-K) 4
.3 655158 8E+0 4
. 32 32 88 68 E-tO 4
.28 692721E+0 4
• 25548748E-K3 4
.22819 70 4E+04
. 20 4420 50 E-tO 4

.18363248E+0 4

.16 539651E-K)4

1.04
1.06
1.08
1.10
1. 12
1.14
1.16
1.18
1.20
1.22
1.24
1.26
1.28
1.30
1.32
1.34
1.36
1.38
1.40
1.45
1.50
1. 55
1.60
1.65
1.70
1.75
1.80
1.85
1.90
1.95
2. 00
2.05
2.10
2.15
2.20
2.25
2.30
2.35
2.40
2.45
2.50
2.60

•38923927E+03
. 3608152 9E + 03
.33505801E+03
.31166468E+03
.29037261E+03
.27095314E+03
.2 532 0662E+03
•23695826E+03
.222 05458E +03
• 2 083 6 048E + 03
.19575670E+03
.18413776E+03
.17341009E +03
.16349053 E + 03
.15430501E+03
.1457 8741E + 03
.13787857E+03
.13052 549E + 03
.12368058E+03
.108 52 082 E + 03
.957183 85E+02
• 8483 5224E+02
•75526988E+02
•67520540E+02
.6 05 9741IE +02
.54581491E+02
.49329789E+02
.44725406E+02
.40672170E +02
.3 709 0484E+02
•33914098E+02
.31087579E+02
.28564312E+02
.26304907E+02
.24275938E+02
.22 44 8910E + 02
.2 07 9944OE +02
.193 06579E+02
. 17952265E+02
.1672 0871E + 02
• 155 9882 7E+02
.13 637022 E+02

.14934830E+04

.13518248E+04

.12264201E+04

.11150966E+04

.10160116E +04

.9275960OE+03
•84850951E+03
.7 7760307E +03
.71388860E+03
.65 65137 9E + 03
.60474128 E +03
.55793138E+03
.51552758E+03
.477 04449E +03
.44205766E+03
•41019507E+03
.38112981E+03
.35457 404E + 03
.33027372E+03
.27797809E+03
•23556936E+03
.2 008 97 5 5E +03
.17233691E+03
.14864519E+03
. 12886398E+03
.11224713E+03
.98 208864E+02
.8628 566 3E + 02
.76108035E+02
.6737940OE+02
•59860140E+02
.53355467E+02
.47706115E+02
.42781144E+02
•38472340E+02
.3468983OE+02
.31358623E+02
.28415865E+02
•25808651E+02
•23492269E+02
• 214287 86E+02
• 17936013E +02



Table 10.3

(continued)

X y? (*) - fl X f-M - r-'^
2.70 • 11988 996E +0 2 . 15123863E+02 8.80 .2 5580293E—00 .915985 36E—01
2.80 • 10594693E +0 2 .12839684E+02 9.00 .23832214E—00 .8 337 0394E—01
2.90 • 940 72987E-K) 1 . 10 9 69 222 E+0 2 9.20 .2223947 0E—00 • 76044125E—01
3.00 • 83899628E -tO 1 .942 59915 E +0 1 9.40 .2 07 8 52 13 E—00 .69503824E-01
3. 10 • 75134145E-K) 1 .8 143832 8E+01 9.60 .1945473 9E—00 .6365 0578E—01
3.20 • 675420 96E -tO 1 . 70 71 6453 E -K) 1 9.80 .18235177E—00 .5 839968 4E—01
3.30 • 60 934234E+01 .6 1 69 6000 E+0 1 10.00 .17115224E-00 •53678361E—01
3.40 • 55156689E +0 1 . 540 6390 7 E +0 1 10.50 .14688680E-00 .438 008 06E—01
3.50 • 500 83496E -K) 1 . 47572158E+0 1 11. 00 * 12699133E—00 .36091255E—01
3.60 .45610886E +0 1 .420228 11 E+0 1 11.50 • 11052 608E-00 • 30003510E—01
3.70 • 41652857E-K) 1 • 37256791E+01 12.00 .96783487E—01 • 25145259E—01
3.80 .38137733E +0 1 .3314542 3 E+0 1 12.50 • 8 522 3982 E-01 • 212 3049 0E—01
3.90 . 3 500 5463 E +0 1 .29583979E+01 13. 00 .7 5431269E—01 .18047833E—01
4.00 .3220 548 IE +0 1 . 2648672 8 E +0 1 13.50 . 67 08 07 02 E—01 .15439119E—01
4. 10 . 296950 10 E-K) 1 • 2378310 3E+01 14. 00 .59916603E—01 •13284616E—01
4.20 .27437696E +0 1 .21414717E+0 1 14. 50 •53735764E—01 .11492729E-01
4.30 • 2540 2 519E +0 1 . 193330 22E+01 15.00 .48375318E—01 •99926890E—02
4.40 • 23562895E +01 . 17 49 7464 E+0 1 16.00 .39613837E—01 .76592245E—02
4.50 . 21895962E-K) 1 . 158740 11E+0 1 17.00 .32 843945E-01 . 59682342E—02
4.60 . 20 38 198 3E -K) 1 • 14433988E +0 1 18.00 •27530933E—01 .47187990E-02
4.70 • 1900 3862E+0 1 .13153135E+01 19. 00 .23303405E—01 • 37795947E—02
4.80 • 17746741E -t0 1 • 12010 846E+01 20.00 • 19897 953 E—01 • 30626657E—02
4.90 . 16597663E-K) 1 .10989555E+01 21.00 .17124247E—01 • 25078089E—02
5.00 .15545300E+01 . 100742 38E+0 1 22.00 .14842449E—01 .2073005 5E—02
5.20 • 13692170 E +01 .85117247E—00 2 3.00 .129482 58E—01 .17 284087E—02
5.40 • 1212 1269E -K) 1 .7 2 40 0 0 42 E-00 24.00 .11362807E—01 .1452477 0E—02
5.60 . 10 7 80 980 E +0 1 .619 660 2 8E—00 25.00 .1002 5718E—01 .12294359E-02
5.80 .9630 5899E-00 •53341376E-00 26.00 .88902387E—02 .10475795E—02
6.00 .86377012E-00 .46162955E-00 27.00 .791978 5 0E-02 .898115 00E—03
6.20 .77763170E-00 . 40 1 49 76 7E-00 28.00 .7 0854550E—02 .7743626 IE—03
6.40 .70 254152 E—00 . 3 50 8 2 4 1 3E-00 29. 00 .63642108E—02 .67119526E—03
6.60 • 63678744E-00 • 30 7 8 8 1 48E-00 30.00 .57375368E—02 • 5 8463942E—03
6.80 •57896553E-00 • 27129889E—00 32. 00 .47106816E—02 .44959090E—03
7.00 .52791740E -00 .239980 59E-00 34.00 .3 9147662 E-02 .35136040E—03
7.20 .48268152E—00 .21304457E—00 36.00 .32 883 85 9E-02 • 27 853774E—03
7.40 .44245535E-00 .18977630 E-00 38.00 .27887237E—02 .22363200E—03
7.60 •40656554E—00 .169 59339E-00 40. 00 .23853 055E—02 .18160614E—03
7.80 .37444431E-00 .1520 1841 E-00 42.00 .2 0560419E-02 .1490000 IE—03
8.00 •34561069E-00 .13665783E-00 44. 00 .1784656 IE —02 •12339069E—03
8.20 •31965541E-00 .12318 561E-00 46.00 •15589758E—02 .10305198E—03
8.40 • 29622875E—00 . 11133031E-00 48.00 •13697746E—02 .86734581E—04
8.60 .2750 30 7 IE-00 . 100 8 648 6E-00' 50". too .12 099730£—02 .7 352133 8E—04
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the series converges, but so slowly that it cannot be summed

numerically in a straightforward manner, especially if only a

limited number of coefficients is available. A second even more

vexing problem, which we also met, is that of finding a numerical
"sum" to a power series altogether outside its circle of convergence.

By "sum" we mean here: the value of the analytic continuation of
the function which inside the circle of convergence is represented

by the power series. This seems to be the most reasonable definition.
An example is furnished by the geometric series /-b ■£ + 2* + ■■■ ;

here the "sum" in the above sense would be defined as {/ - *) ' ,

even for j ■i j ^ i
To solve these problems one can apply the so-called " -

transforms" , a family of sequence-to-sequence transformations

discussed extensively by Shanks . Though as yet not very deeply

founded, these transforms do yield remarkably accurate numerical

results of the type required in the situations sketched above. For

examples, discussions and proofs the reader is referred to Shanks'

article; here only a brief survey of the most important features
is presented.

Definition;

c -AA^i IL 4 S„t.
(10.2.1)

/ / /

OS*'* JLa+i 4S~

5) D. Shanks, J.Math. & Phys. ( 1955) 1-42.
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where d L- - ; if both numerator and denominator of

(10.2.1) vanish, then

&k. ) =*' ^lc - I (- XX X >

the definition is completed by

£0 C JX J = XX
A very important property of £^ is the following:

if

then

aL■ qL

£i C JX) — X

(10.2.2)

( 10.2.3)

(10.2.4)

irrespective of the values of the . If all I , then

obviously JX - ^ ! in thi s case the £4. -transform has
VC -* eo

accelerated the convergence to the extent of giving the limit at

once. If one or more | j , the limit of XI does not exist, but

application of £ A still yields a number. Shanks introduces the

name "anti-limit" for the value S obtained in this case; it

corresponds to the "sum" of a divergent series as discussed above.

This property indicates which transform must be applied in a given
situation. For the geometric series, for instance, one can write

£ / - x

/ - 2. /- *

X

/- 2;
(10.2.5)

which is of the form (10.2.4) with Ic*. / . Therefore application
of £ / yields (i-x) regardless of the magnitude of \x | . Similarly,

can be written in the form (10.2.4) with two

terms, and application of ez to the partial sums of its series

expansion will give the exact value in one operation.
In general, however, application of £ ^ will not yield an

exact value. One can follow two courses:

(i) Form the sequences % < • - • , ;
in general each successive sequence will diverge less strongly,
and eventually converge faster, than its predecessor.
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(ii) Form the sequences

applying £, repeatedly to the same sequence.
m H ryT

Ve mention one property of the *t -fold repeated transform e,

which is particularly important for numerical applications: if

e~C£«.) and £, C) both tend to a limit as /♦* * c^=> , then
these limits are the same, and "KU converges faster than /, /£«.)•
When applying these transforms repeatedly, one must be careful;
for it is possible that for isolated values of the independent
variable one arrives at a value which is not equal to the "sum"

defined above. To make sure that this phenomenon, of which Shanks

gives an example, does not occur, it is advisable to compare the
values obtained with some independent results.

As an example we summed the Baker series (^.5« 2) at — I

(its radius of convergence Km'Z. .kk) . Application of yields the

value = .^240080521. As a check (k.h. 4), which does converge,

was calculated with S * -1.5880710226 : this yields the same value

to 10 significant figures. An algorithm to calculate ) and an

estimate of the errors in the results will be given in appendix 10.31

10.3 . Indispensable algorithms

10.31. Wynn's algorithm for £lc S error estimates

The definition (l0.2.l) is rather impractical to calculate

Csince it involves the calculation of two [k +1) k [k+t) determin¬
ants for each term of the sequence, and all the work has to be re¬

peated for every new transform one wants to calculate. Wynn ^
developed an algorithm particularly suited for numerical application
on a digital computer. Introducing a set of auxiliary quantities

) by

(^Jxjs C Xc. ) »

* 2v*l + ! ^ ( d S^)J
he shows that

(10.31.1)

+■ —-p-~— —-— . , (10.31.2)

6) P. Vynn, M.T.A.C. J^) (1956) 91-6; here we have adapted Wynn's
notation to conform to Shanks' definition of et •
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wh«re = X [ 1 - .

When applying ^Ti^-jwe normally adopted as the "sum" of the
series <.icC^)^OT the highest values rl and L reached; when
applying F* then (f~) for the highest available and **t- . If
-5"^ denoted this value, we assumed aa error estimate the quantity

I | if 5was an oscillating sequence and

| was a monotonous sequence. These
estimates turn out to be conservative: in practice there are

indications that the real errors involved are less than those

estimated.

10.32. Newton's method of_successive approximations in two variables
We want to find the root (x,y0) of the equations
F j) = o , $■ (■*. = o . (10.32.1)

Suppose that an approximate solution yL) available. Then
expanding and ) as Taylor series around ( and re¬

taining only the terms linear in (x-xk) or - y L.) one obtains a
better approximation {Xj,+, > i + ,) - ' '

*k+, = *1 - F
F~ *? -r (10.32.2)

/■
, f - Z F~

k-h/ -

A, <-*■
where all function values are evaluated at ) , Here the

convergence of this algorithm is assumed. If the equations (10.32.1)
can be separated in the form

J. (f) <,0-32'3)
one has similarly

-

Tck - - Vf-/'V''
/' h ' /' /'

fi" ■ ji - ,
/' {* ~ t* / /where again the right-hand-sides are evaluated for [ XL ^

(10.32.4)

ylc ) •
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(10.33.1)

10.33* Expansion of a power series, raised to_an arbitrary power

Suppose that

x) = ^ jft ' * ' . 2. ft*"i,~o Q / tro f

<j C *) = f ■
The problem is to find 9; from . Differentiating
between J CX.) and j'( x)' leads to

J '1.x.) ^ f
Writing out the coefficient of ^ in (10.33.2) yields

where

the relation

(10.33-2)

/ // Ci-PH '//£ //' (10.33.3)

Hence we find the algorithm 7),

10.33.*0

Similarly, if

; y = y* 0 ( 10.33.5)

then

/' • T * ijr['/' -p °-/P/p'-t 1 ■ 1,0
In two variables, if

V */' -

■*'p •

.33.6)

' ''/~
i) - 7

rr-
then analogously

7
(10.33.7)

7) H.E. Pettis, Cossunications A.C.M., March 1963. 104
(CACM algorithss 158).
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b
\ O '

■ /'
" L(t")k{'J /.--v-' •

/■■' hi
ke 4°.

,± £Ls O £ ■= O

( 10.33.8)

"V-/7 /;,/ i./-e • /'/<
10.3^. Derivatives of a power of a function, in terms of the

derivatives of the function itself

Suppose two functions Ji("*) and j ('t-) are related by
,

We want to know the derivatives

J/ \ / ^ J^ =
L J oc^e

in terms of the derivatives

/(?*)/ _ > r dYe) - >*t /x = &

for a given fixed value ^ -e .

Defining

1'- " (■*) t
-I

( 10.3^.1)

( 10.3^.2)

( 10.3^.3)

( 10.31*

and noting the identity

4l
L 0 J **'

*•> .

(10.3^.5)

one immediately obtains the following algorithm s

let /)J.o = //^J 7^ 5

and for

then

lie -

/ i i s /,

h' Ce) . </

k - / , 1
cr- / £ - /

7/-,,,- fa"}M ,•
y(10.3^.6)

/ ^ ^•4* •
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10.35. Expansion of a function of two variables, if one of these
is a function of theother

Let us assume a function of two variables

^ F&ti • (10.35.1)

and let us also assume that

<j depends on in the form
j[ t) ^ ^ * ' • (10.35.2)

Then we want to find the coefficients in the expansion in "X. alone

—— C' J
A" = .^ F tc' > (10.35.3)

in terms of the (known) coefficients t and p .
In a recursive, computer-oriented manner the solution is formulated
as follows:

OO
___ £

define functions -'7' O0-35.M
4

such that FCt,*) = ' (10.35.5)

Form the Taylor expansion of Jk^i) around w"0 :yjaround

Cl> ~~ 3, F f" J (1'} F'V} ■ Co.35.6)
Define the coefficients «*pan»ion of *-n powers

of ~x by
.

r 00

/f 7:.. *■/ = i ^ ./ •/ J ' (10.35.7)

where one can apply section 10.33 to calculate ^.

For compactness, write

=

-p JCL} ty*) > (10.35.8)
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and suppose that these quantities can be calculated from the

defining relation (10.35-4) or otherwise (cf. section 6.31)- Then

by substituting (10.35-6-8) into (10.35-5) and collecting powers

of X one finds that

F 0)
i i ~L
FF X

K- ■= o

j s. o A-i-j-L.L I*j,k (10.35-9)

10.3b. Continued fractionrepresentation and Pad4 agproximants
ofa function whose power series expansion is given

Our aim is to find the Pad£ approximants to a power series

expansion of a function

t*-) - ^ /.• * ' . (10.36.1)

if the coefficients j- are given. To solve this problem, recall
that the and /7 -***•/] approximants are the (2*i)th and the

(2-)t+1) th approximant to the continued fraction representation

/AO =
/ / ( 10.36.2)

© T / /
/ e, + -b ■ - - •

Thus the problem is reduced to that of finding the elements <?/
of the continued fraction from the coefficients jFi of the power
series.

If one defines functions

f/
' (*) * e ; J

/ !^V/ -f-2 *
it is immediately obvious that

f/M -
while

7 ' fr'c")
Co) 9 f, and yo (tl) = J{tc)

n • '

(10.36.3)

( 10.36.4)

Thus one arrives at the algorithm:
0>) .

let *,■ „ /•
^ < /"^ .7"

for ;= .... let 0- \ * s 2 * J I
V 1 co L-1 — o

—then A.

(10.36.5)
GJ
'

= e,

8) H.S. Wall, Analytic theory of continued fractions, Van Nostrand,
New York-Toronto-London (1948).
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(10.36.6)

For the second stage the algorithm of section 10.33 is applied.
To obtain the Pad£ approximants one defines polynomials

C*) , (%„ [ x) by

71, = / » * - + x A^_a .

(%-, = O , ^<7- / » ^ ^ Gm. G*.-! + .

Then (■*,■*.)= f2^ and ^ -n, *t + 0 = / ^2» + / . ( 10.36.7)

The »«+1) approximant, where / > / , is easily found by writing

(=1 .

//^j = ,yL' n. *■ + x* ^ 1xj , (10.36.8)
determining the [*tJ approximant to by means of ( 10.36.5-7) »

substituting this for j in (10.36.8) and bringing the resulting
rational function under a common denominator.

The (yi +t, **■) approximant is found as the inverse of the {*t, +■ ^)
approximant to [ J{*)] .

10.4 . Some integrals of chapter 8

10.4l. Integrals of the form + = J % *(*+«) oix
In these integrals the exponents 5 and ^ are simultaneously

integers or half-odd-integers; they also obey the conditions

S > — /
, S +t / . (10.41.1)

The case where 5 and £ are both integers is straightforward;

convenient expansions are

Cf.) —for y ,, o ; (,0.41.2)

/» ^3+i+i
for f - / . ( 10.41 .3)

tfhen S and ^ are both half-integer it is possible to reduce ~± $ t
S' / / ' '

to a sum of term of the form ■£ (~Z4cx) » together with -A ' / 5£ ■* £
the latter is
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/ / / „ . , , 2 . r t /72 \* / x \i~l ( 10.41 .4)
—-S.-y- 5 asfS'iJ, ( —J s 2 /*[(«) + ('+«)] • '

The relations which effect this reduction are most easily derived
from the obvious relation ~ TUt +ik after integration
by parts and subsequent rearrangement of terms one obtains

s> / /^ z *
+ X. ,

S *-*■#•/ S+-i+t
or (10.41.5)

5 / ,"*V I
^7,< . * ( z±3LL"

S-tX + 1 SVt<*
For Y ~ Z two equivalent expressions are found, analogous to
(10.41 .2) :

y- '
~r ^ s ffs-tY-k)'. / . s~k / >Ts<* ' ^7737777fly. 6"J*

"k % n[±L±d^i
C-D' /.f+i Cs*t(s+<+,)> L ;

i1 2 —;—;— ^ aresi'i^if—J
or

-5,^ =

(£y-/j(s-t6+0 ■'

Y ' (S-f £ - j>)! j> *+' / ,*-k/ ■ ^ A 2 C * + <*■ ) '

( 10.41.6a)

yfc.O -}=)>. (Ui+>)[
S-ct

•4~ ( X W '

C-r)'h^l u^i-fiUvu,j;6 J *
•*■ 2t-S- ^ *** /— ]l

<rV-<)ts+£+•)!
( 10.4l .6b)
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For j a different expression holds, analogous to (10.4i,3)
7" 5 ! C S ■& 6 - Jo) ! . , f» S-fo / ,-i - /-L-s -6 - ? J- (-*) Z * (z + oi)

i— (s-+>)'■ (S+ 6 +>) '■ U J L
4 '

+ 2 «. / a reSitH Lentil I4- Z *fJ .£*-)'• (s+t+Ol L L*J f" 3f-' (10.U1.7)

^ /
10.42. Integrals of the form (."Zi-**■) _4J~esin/i (z/ij* *Cx

The conditions on 5 and are again given by (10.41.1). In
a way analogous to that adopted to derive (10.41.5) one arrives at
the recurrence relations

=- ~ s*f "* '2^,) Ls+i,*-i

and (10.42.1)

\* - **'ri— ' ~*7Tt* i1"*-*** •'
S+-6+ / v s+-t-n ■> zci*t*ij

With the help of (10.42.l) any J~s * can be reduced to either
"T11 or T t together with 1* ' ■&' which are knownJo,-t &

from the previous section. We will not carry out the reduction

explicitly here. One finds immediately that
_ ' —j x

I, -y = L arosinh (_£j J , (10.42.2)
T 9)while a convenient expansion for Ja,-/ '

7o,_, - I At 2 (/+ §)*] + gtZ)x*"J[ 10-42.3)

9) See e.g. H.B. Dwight, Tables of Integrals and Other Mathematical

Data, 4th Ed. (1961) MacHillan, New Tork, equation 733«1»


